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SECTION 1. PLAN SUMMARY
The 2021 Reading Open Space and Recreation
Plan (OSRP) is a policy document the Town uses
to guide the protection and enhancement of its
open space and recreational resources. Since
the last update in 2013, Reading advanced the
goals of that document by completing several
outreach efforts, which developed specific
recommendations and strategies to protect
natural resources, prioritize pedestrian and
bicycle safety, and adapt to the anticipated
impacts of climate change. This OSRP brings
these efforts together and plans for next steps
through these overarching goals:
Provide high quality, accessible
recreation opportunities and open
spaces to Reading residents.
Protect and enhance the natural
environment to maintain its economic,
social, and environmental benefits to
the Reading community.
Offer residents spaces to connect with
each other and nature.
Provide resources and amenities for residents to live active and healthy lifestyles.
Provide equitable opportunities for residents of all ages and abilities.
Plan for, adapt to, and mitigate the impacts of natural hazards and climate change.
Build a linked network of recreation resources and open spaces within Reading as well as with
those in neighboring communities.
The update process involved bringing together different town departments and committees to discuss
the work they are doing and how they can collaborate on common objectives to improve quality of life in
Reading. Public input was critical to understanding community needs today and in the future. An analysis
of these collective needs resulted in the seven-year action plan, which requires collaboration between
municipal departments, boards, and committees, but also partnerships with local nonprofit and
community groups. Establishing sustainable funding mechanisms will help the Town achieve its goals for
resource protection and providing recreational opportunities for all residents.
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SECTION 2. INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the OSRP is to provide decision-makers and the public with a detailed review and analysis
of the Town’s open space, conservation, and recreation needs and to lay out a seven-year plan to
maintain facilities, improve recreational resources, and acquire and protect open space and recreation
properties. This plan will be used in conjunction with other town policy documents and project-specific
plans and reports as identified throughout the plan.

B. Planning Process and Public Participation
The planning process to update the OSRP involved:






Reviewing current, available data from local, regional, state, and federal sources.
Reviewing current reports and studies around open space and recreational issues for Reading and
the region.
Reviewing the 2013 OSRP to identify completed action items, where new data and information
are needed, and other follow-up items.
Engaging the public to identify community needs for open space and recreation.
Engaging Town departments and decision makers to understand changes in open space and
recreation policies and priorities.

The update process was led by a working group that included staff from the Conservation, Engineering,
Recreation, GIS, and Planning divisions as well as a resident volunteer. A project website was created
specifically to post events and materials related to the update process.
The update process began in August 2020, during the 2019 novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,
which greatly impacted how the Town was able to conduct public engagement. On March 10, 2020,
Governor Charles Baker had issued a State of Emergency, which was followed by several Executive Orders
that closed non-essential businesses and limited public gatherings. Town Hall closed to the public and
began allowing regular business by appointment only. All municipal public meetings, including those of
the Select Board and local boards, commissions, and committees, were held virtually during this time,
including the working group meetings associated with the OSRP update process.
The public participation program for the OSRP update included a dedicated project website
(www.readingopenspaceandrec.com) to keep the residents informed about the update process and how
they can provide their feedback and input. Two virtual public events were held and one community
survey was conducted. See Section 6. Community Vision and Appendix A for summaries of the public
input activities.

C. Enhanced Outreach and Public Participation for Environmental
Justice Populations
The Environmental Justice Policy, established by the Commonwealth’s Executive of Energy and
Environmental Affairs, aims to address inequities of environmental impacts on low-income populations
and communities with a large minority population. Many times, these populations have limited access to
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open space and recreational facilities or “environmental assets.” Using various indicators, these
populations are known as Environmental Justice Populations (EJ Populations).
The Commonwealth identifies Environmental Justice (EJ) communities using ACS data, where U.S.
Census Blocks meet one or more of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

The annual median household income is not more than 65% of the statewide annual
median household income,
Minorities comprise 40% or more of the population,
25% or more of households lack English language proficiency, or
Minorities comprise 25% or more of the population and the annual median household
income of the municipality in which the neighborhood is located does not exceed 150% of
the statewide annual median household income.

Reading has one neighborhood that qualifies as an EJ neighborhood based the income criteria. The
neighborhood includes the portion of downtown bounded by Main Street, Haven Street, and Washington
Street and extends southwest down Prescott to West Street and northwest parallel to Vine Street to
Mineral Street. For more information, see Section 3 Community Setting, C. Population Characteristics.

D. Accomplishments
Since 2013, the Town accomplished much of what it said it would do. It also took advantage of new
opportunities that supported the protection and enhancement of open space and recreational resources.
These accomplishments include:











Created online trail maps accessed through the Town’s website.
Continued ongoing maintenance of trails with volunteers from the Trails Committee and others.
Built one new connecting trail, the Aberjona River Headwaters Trail, in the center of Town.
Completed Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) evaluations of town playgrounds.
Added a bike lane on Haverhill Street.
Acquired a conservation restriction adjacent to Arcadia Avenue that connects to the Longwood
Conservation Area.
Thirteen acres adjacent to Haverhill Street was gifted to the Town, which connects to Timberneck
Swamp.
Completed the Bicycle Network and Pedestrian Priority Plan.
Completed prioritization of pedestrian improvement projects as part of the Massachusetts
Department of Transportation Complete Streets Program.
Began the development of the Birch Meadow Complex Master Plan.
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SECTION 3. COMMUNITY SETTING
A. Regional Context
The Town of Reading occupies just under 10 square miles of
land (6,388 acres) in the east central portion of Middlesex
County, Massachusetts, 12.5 miles north of Boston. Reading’s
borders are delineated by distinct barriers: Interstate 93 to the
west, Interstate 95 to the south, a series of swamps and
wetlands to the east, and the Ipswich River to the north (Map
1). The land occupied by the Town is part of the Seaboard
Lowland of New England, a region characterized by low rolling
hills of less than 500 feet in elevation, gradually sloping
eastward and southeastward toward the Atlantic Ocean.
Reading is located within three watersheds: Ipswich, Aberjona
(part of the larger Mystic River watershed), and Saugus (part of
the larger North Coastal watershed). The protection afforded
around these rivers and headwaters contributes to the water
quality and flood control for downstream communities.

Lady Slipper. Photo credit: Native
Land Conservancy

Reading has no lakes or ponds of sufficient size for recreational purposes. The Ipswich River is navigable
only in times of high water.
Reading is a member of the North Suburban Planning Council (NSPC), one of eight sub-regions of the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC). The NSPC is a group of communities north of Boston that
meet regularly to discuss issues of common interest. One project which had a regional impact was the
Priority Mapping Project. That project, which was completed in 2013, is a project which identified subregional priority development and priority preservation areas as well as significant transportation
investments. The plan resulted in the identification of eight priority preservation areas (PPAs) in Reading
alone. The eight PPAs total 385 acres including areas of the Ipswich River Greenway, Camp Curtis Guild
and more. Each PPA has potential to improve local and regional greenway connectivity.
Although Reading benefits from the easy accessibility offered by the closeness of two major interstate
highways, these same road systems, coupled with extensive wetlands, serve to cut Reading off from its
neighbors. In 2014, Reading and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council published a Bicycle Network and
Pedestrian Priority Plan for the town to increase accessibility throughout Reading and assess regional
connections to adjacent communities in the region. The plan recommended studying two areas for
potential ‘Road Diet’ realignment: Main Street and Walkers Brook Drive.
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Map 1. Regional Context
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As of April 2020, the MassDOT owned portion of Route 28 (Main Street) in Reading is undergoing a ‘Road
Diet Pilot.’ MassDOT and the Town will continue to study the data gathered from the Pilot until
Spring/Winter 2021. The road diet involves lane reconfigurations that will change the existing four lanes
of travel, two in each direction, to one lane in each direction with a center turning lane, in most places
along the northern and southern stretches of Route 28. This allows for wider shoulders along Main Street
that may be used for multimodal transit.
The 2014 Bicycle Network Plan identified Walkers Brook Drive as another potential fit for a Road Diet as
the corridor could use improvements to pedestrian and bicyclist amenities that also reduce vehicle
speeds. The Town hired consultant Green International Affiliates Inc. to develop concept plans for
redesigning the Walkers Brook Drive corridor and additional key intersections that connect to the larger
area east of Main Street. The study explored the potential of a Walkers Brook Drive Road Diet and
alternatively a shared use path along Walkers Brook Drive which could improve bicycle safety. The plan
also reviewed the capability for similar features on other major roads in town and looked to improve
connectivity to and from several important roadways. Studied corridors and intersections include John
Street, Washington Street, Ash Street, General Way and New Crossing Road. Advantages and
disadvantages were presented with these findings.
Reading’s accessibility and proximity to Boston presents challenges for open space and recreation. High
traffic volumes cut neighborhoods off from each other and make it difficult to access open space and
recreation areas. Given the sustained demand for housing in the Boston region, land prices remain high,
making it expensive for the town to acquire land. Privately owned undeveloped land is in very short
supply. However, accessibility and high-quality schools bring school-aged families to town, ensuring
continued demand for open space and recreational opportunities.

B. History of the Community
Prior to its settlement by English
emigrants, the Reading area was largely
“meadow” (defined in modern parlance
as “swamp”) used as a hunting ground
by the Quannapowitt Indians who
inhabited this part of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. Reading’s early settlers
were farmers whose agricultural work
and animal husbandry provided for most
of the needs of their families. The
Reading area was first settled in 1638,
when residents of the Lynn land grant
were awarded additional land that
comprised the areas of present-day
Reading Town Common
Photo credit: By Terageorge - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0
Reading and Wakefield, which they first
called “Lynn Village.” In 1644, they
renamed this area “Redding,” and in 1647, they elected their first Board of Selectmen. Land
encompassing present-day North Reading was added to this grant in 1651. In the decades that followed,
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various areas of the resulting plantation petitioned to form separate parishes, each with its own Meeting
House. North Reading was the first to do so in 1713, followed by Wood End (present-day Reading, the
West Parish) in 1769, and South Reading (South Parish) in 1812. Reading and North Reading incorporated
as Towns in 1853, and South Reading was renamed Wakefield in 1868. The West Parish’s (i.e., Reading’s)
meeting house was located on the Town Common near the current Town Hall. A 1790 census identified
1,802 people living within what became the three communities.
In the 18th century, many farmers augmented their incomes by doing piecework at home, such as
cordwaining (“shoemaking” in modern parlance). In the later 19th and 20th centuries, Reading
businesses included pipe-organ factories and many greenhouses. The Town’s first straight thoroughfare –
then called the Andover-Medford Turnpike, now Route 28 – was laid out in 1806. The railroad to Boston
was opened in 1845, leading to Reading’s development as a commuter suburb.
The Town of Reading had an Open Town Meeting form of government until 1945 when it was changed to
Representative Town Meeting. The Charter adopted by Town Meeting in March 1986 was amended
through 1990 to allow for a Town Manager with a five-member Board of Selectmen.1 The governing
board’s name was changed to Select Board in 2018. Reading’s Town Charter calls for eight voting
precincts, each with 24 Town Meeting representatives. 2020 Census results are likely to show population
growth that will require that the Town add a ninth precinct as well as to change the number of
representatives.
In the 20th century, Reading became a residential community with commuter service to Boston on the
Boston and Maine Railroad and the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway. Both commuter services were
later taken over by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), and for many years there
was discussion of extending the MBTA Orange Line to Reading. Industrial expansion during that time
included the Goodall-Sanford Co. off Ash Street, later sold to General Tire & Rubber Company, which
became GenCorp. Additional businesses created after World War I included the Boston Stove Foundry,
Roger Reed Waxes, Ace Art, Addison-Wesley Publishing, and several other companies. For many years,
Wes Parker's Fried Clams was a landmark off state Route 128.
Military installations also came to the Town, with two Nike missile sites, one on Bear Hill and the other off
Haverhill Street, and the opening of Camp Curtis Guild, a National Guard training facility. The business
community currently consists of:
•
•
•
•

1

A variety of active retail and service businesses in the downtown area,
A mix of retail, service and office uses along South Main Street,
A series of commercial and manufacturing businesses within the Industrial Zoning District at
Walkers Brook Drive,
Restaurant and retail stores near Reading’s northern and eastern boundaries.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reading,_Massachusetts
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C. Population Characteristics
Looking at the characteristics of its residents over time helps Reading understand trends that may impact
future planning efforts. Shifts in age groups or household composition can indicate potential changes in
needs or preferences for transportation and housing, as well as open space and recreational resources.

1.

Population and Population Projections

Reading is growing. In 2018, the American Community Survey (ACS) estimated Reading’s population to be
25,100, a marginal increase from the 2010 US Census, which reported population of 24,474. However,
this estimate is lower than the Town Census reported by the Town Clerk’s office, 27,140 in September
2020, an increase of 2,195 (9% increase) from the September 2012 Town Census.
Projections developed by the University of Massachusetts Donahue Institute (UMDI) and Metropolitan
Area Planning Council (MAPC) for the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT)2 forecast
steady population growth in Reading over the next 20 years. Projections showed a local population of
26,409 in 2020 and 27,307 in 2030, an increase of 4% and 5%, respectively (Figure 1). The recent Town
Census already exceeds these projections.

Source: MassDOT Socio-Economic Projections for 2020 Regional Transportation Plans, 2018

Figure 1. Population Projections for Reading through 2040

2.

Age

As shown in Table 1, age groups experiencing noticeable changes from 2010 to 2018 were people 10 to
19 years (decrease 2.8%), 35 to 59 years (decrease by 2.6%), and 60 to 74 years (increase by 4.3%). These
shifts highlight an increase in older residents and a decrease in families with school-aged children.

2

During 2017 and 2018, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT), with the assistance from the
University of Massachusetts Donahue Institute (UMDI) and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), led an
effort to update population, household, and employment projections for Massachusetts and its metropolitan
planning regions. See https://www.mass.gov/lists/socio-economic-projections-for-2020-regional-transportationplans#editable-excel-spreadsheets-.
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Table 1. Change in Age Groups as a Percent of Total Population, 2010 to 2018

Age Group

2010

2018

% Change

Under 10

13.2%

12.8%

-0.4%

10-19

15.7%

12.9%

-2.8%

20-24

3.6%

3.9%

0.3%

25-34

8.6%

9.8%

1.2%

35-59

40.2%

37.6%

-2.6%

60-74

11.7%

16.0%

4.3%

6.8%

7.0%

0.2%

75 and older

Source: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, 2010 and 2018

Population projections over the next 20 years also show younger residents, 24 years and younger, will
continue to decrease and older residents, 60 years and older, will continue to increase (Table 2). Even
with these changes, residents between the ages of 35 and 59 years will still be the largest age group in
Reading, however, residents 60 years and older will nearly double and become a close second.
Table 2. Population Projections by Age Group
Census Projection
Age Group
2010
2020

Projection
2030

Projection
2040

% Change
2010-2040

Under 10

3,297

2,830

2,818

2,773

-19%

10-19

3,349

3,296

2,799

2,843

-18%

20-24

1,053

1,136

1,038

896

-18%

25-34

2,433

2,951

2,973

2,854

15%

35-59

9,661

9,479

9,706

10,517

8%

60-74

3,134

4,681

5,103

4,599

32%

75 and older

1,820

2,036

2,870

3,657

50%

24,747

26,409

27,307

28,139

12%

Total Population

Source: MassDOT Socio-Economic Projections for 2020 Regional Transportation Plans, 2018

3.

Household Characteristics

UMDI and MAPC also considered the number of anticipated future households, and in Reading, an
additional 2,190 units are projected by 2040. While the number of households is expected to increase,
trends are showing changes in what these households will look like. First, they are getting smaller. As
shown in Table 3, the average household size decreased from 2.84 persons per household in 1999 to 2.71
in 2010. In 2018, it remains stable at 2.73. Second, an older population is also reflected in household
composition. From 2010 to 2018, households with one or more people under 18 years slightly decreased
by 1.8%, and households with one or more people 60 years and older increased by 6.1%.
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Table 3. Select Household Characteristics, 2010 and 2018
2010

2018

Change

8,882

9,114

232

2.71

2.73

0.02

Households with one or more people under 18 years

37.8%

36%

-1.8%

Households with one or more people 60 years and over

35.1%

41.2%

6.1%

Householder living alone

22.6%

19.2%

-3.4%

10.4%

10.9%

0.5%

Total households
Average household size

65 years and over
Source: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, 2010 and 2018

4.

Household Income

In 2018, Reading’s median household income was estimated to be $112,634, slightly higher than the Area
Median Income (AMI)3 of $107,800 that same year. Approximately one third of Reading’s households
were considered low-income households, making 80% or less of AMI.
Most of Reading’s labor force (16 years and older) was employed in 2018 (70.5%), and more than half
held occupations in management, business, science, and arts occupations (61.5%). Also in 2018, most
residents also commuted to out of Reading work (81.2%).

5.

Local Employment

Predominantly a residential suburb, Reading has a small local economic sector. In 2019, according to the
Massachusetts Department of Unemployment Assistance, most jobs located in Reading were in the retail
trade, health care and social assistance, professional and technical services, and accommodation and
food services.4 In 2020, the U.S. Department of Labor reports that the 10 major local employers were
Weston & Sampson, Fraen Corp, Home Depot, Market Basket, Massachusetts Bay Constables, Reading
Memorial High School, Super Stop & Stop, Wingate At Reading, YMCA, and Artis Senior Living of Reading.

6.

Environmental Justice Populations

Following the 2020 Decennial Census, Reading has one newly identified Environmental Justice (EJ)
population based on the income criteria (Map 2). Per this criterion, a neighborhood is an EJ population if
the annual median household income is below 65% of the statewide annual median household income.5
The median household income of Reading’s EJ population in 2020 was $53,606, which is 62.4% of the
statewide median income; comparatively, the Town’s overall median income in 2020 was 154.6% of the

3

The Area Median Income (AMI) is a number that is determined by the median family income of a Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) and thresholds established by HUD are a percentage of AMIs. Reading is included in the
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy Metropolitan Fair Market Rent (FMR) area. FMRs are gross rent estimates that include
the shelter rent plus the cost of tenant-paid utilities.
4
https://lmi.dua.eol.mass.gov/LMI/MunicipalEmploymentData/LmiTown?A=000494
5
https://mass-eoeea.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=1d6f63e7762a48e5930de84ed4849212.
Environmental Justice populations are defined at the Block Group level, which is a geographical unit used by the U.S.
Census Bureau. Block groups typically consist of 600 to 3,000 people. Reading’s Environmental Justice population is
Block Group 3 in Census Tract 3342.
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Map 2. Environmental Justice Populations in Reading
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statewide median income. In 2018, the ACS estimated that 15.2% of the EJ population was under 18 years
of age, with 22.1% of households having at least one child present.
Housing within this neighborhood includes several older multi-family properties, such as the Tannerville6
and Depot Apartments on Washington, Ash, and High Streets. Newly constructed mixed-use and multifamily properties,7 such as Ace Flats on Gould Street and Schoolhouse Commons on Woburn Street.
There are also older8 single-, two-, and multi-unit homes on small lots downtown and in compact
residential neighborhoods extending west from the Reading Depot.

D. Growth and Development Patterns
1.

Patterns and Trends

Reading evolved from an outlying and isolated collection of farms to a specialized farming community
centered on a village center, to a minor center for the manufacture of everyday commodities, to a
residential suburb. From 1951 to 1981, Reading’s land use changed from only 32% urban, predominately
agricultural, forest, wetlands to 51% urban, predominantly residential.
Reading has a large stock of older and historic homes. The town’s oldest homes were constructed
between 1650 and 1830 and located primarily along the earliest streets (South and West Streets, Walnut,
Washington, Haverhill, Salem, Ash, Lowell, Franklin, Pearl and Mill). By 1870 there were approximately
520 homes and 237 barns. Housing construction progressed with the introduction of indoor plumbing
and electricity in the early 1900s. Although many homes were constructed prior to 1950, Reading
experienced an increase in 3,700 housing units between 1950 and 1980. According to Reading Building
Permit data on net new units produced from 2015 through 2019, Reading had a total of 10,032 units in
2019.
The Town has used the current subdivision regulations to improve upon subdivision applications by
allowing for waivers from strict compliance in exchange for public benefits. Low Impact Development
(LID), which prioritizes saving greenspace over impervious surfaces, has been seen on a number of recent
applications. The Town’s Community Planning & Development Commission and Conservation Commission
have also negotiated several open space acquisitions and open trail development/connections during
their reviews. Recently, deeded land and/or trail easements have been provided at: 102 Haverhill Street,
Veterans Way, Lenetta Lane, Kylie Drive, Johnson Woods, and 269 Main Street.
With real estate close to Boston at a premium, Reading is pressured with increased density and is
becoming increasingly developed with higher density projects. Reading has responded to the need to
accommodate some of the region’s growth by adopting Smart Growth Zoning (M.G.L. Chapter 40R) which
allows for increased density of housing developments within areas of concentrated development,
transportation centers, or areas underutilized by current zoning regulations.

6

The Tannerville is a Reading Housing Authority property.
Mixed-use and multi-family properties developed under Chapter 40R or Chapter 40B include an affordability
component and provide units to households earning at or below 50-80% of the AMI.
8
A number of properties within the neighborhood have some level of historic designation.
7
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This type of zoning is to encourage growth in areas previously developed to allow the preservation of
natural resources and open space that are integral to Reading’s suburban character. Reading adopted the
Downtown Smart Growth District (DSGD) in 2009 and expanded it in 2017 to cover most of the
downtown. The 40R zoning allows for multi-family residential and mixed-use projects, where residents
can walk to the train, support a variety of ground floor commercial tenants, and provide vibrancy at all
hours to the historic downtown. As the downtown continues to see more 40R developments, the
Community Planning and Development Commission continues to revise the Design Guidelines and zoning
parameters to account for the cumulative impacts of growth and to ensure that a balance of amenities,
including areas for respite, are provided downtown.

2.

Infrastructure

Transportation
Streets and Roads
In May 2007, MassHighway (now known as MassDOT) awarded the funding for the Main Street
Streetscape Rehabilitation Project. The project was complete in 2010 making Reading’s downtown more
pedestrian friendly with both visual amenities and traffic calming features. The $5.6 million
reconstruction project has enhanced the ease of parking and the ability of pedestrians to access the
downtown stores and restaurants. Reading is currently evaluating the downtown area for further
improvements and is working with BETA Group Incorporated to prepare conceptual streetscape designs
for Phase II, which includes lower Haven Street, High Street and the train depot area. Among other
improvements, the conceptual designs will incorporate wider sidewalks and bump-outs, bike
lanes/sharrows where possible, additional greenery, and traffic calming measures.

Downtown Reading. Photo credit: BETA Group, Inc.

Reading has no designated bicycle lanes or paths, though it has recently added bike-activated traffic
signal controls in the downtown area and ‘Share the Road’ signage on Haverhill Street. Reading is also
looking to use its annual State allocation of Transportation Network Companies (TNC) funds to procure
and install one or more bike racks/shelters where bike demand is high such as at the Reading Train Depot.
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The Town adopted a Complete Streets Policy in 2014. Since then, Town staff has compiled available
resources and studies, such as: The Town’s sidewalk update schedule, recommendations from the 2005
and 2014 Regional Bicycle Transportation Plans, and have ranked the projects based on location, existing
conditions, feasibility, and whether they can accommodate any additional travel modes in the
Prioritization Matrix. The Tier II Prioritization Plan was approved by the State in 2017.

Commuter Rail
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) operates regularly
scheduled trains between Boston’s
North Station and Reading’s centrally
located depot, with most trains
continuing to Haverhill. 30 Haven, near
the depot, is a mixed-use
(condominiums, retail, office), transitoriented project, that was the first
projected constructed utilizing the
Downtown Smart Growth District (40R)
zoning. This development was lauded
as a Smart Growth success story and
was well received by the Department
of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD).

Reading Station.
Photo credit: By Pi.1415926535 - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

As of 2021, three additional mixed-use 40R developments downtown are in various stages of completion:
Rise475 at 475 Main Street is finished and occupied; The Postmark, a renovation and expansion of the
historic Post Office building, is nearly complete; and Ace Flats at 24 Gould Street is under construction.
Mixed-use projects enhance Reading’s local economy by bringing a symbiosis of vibrant first floor
businesses with additional residents and foot traffic downtown to support them. In addition, the
residential components of each mixed-use project include 20%-25% of units available to households
earning at or below 80% of the area median income, which adds diversity to the downtown housing
stock. Additional 40R applications are expected in the short- and medium-term future.
The Town has also seen the completion of other residential projects downtown: two 40B Comprehensive
Permit developments, and one multi-family residential 40R. The Schoolhouse Commons 40B located at
172 Woburn Street was issued final occupancy in 2019. The three-story development includes twenty
(20) units, four (4) of which are deed restricted for rent by households earning at or below 50% of the
area median income. Also completed and occupied is the Metropolitan at Reading Station (aka ‘The
Met’). Located at the corner of Lincoln Street and Prescott Street, and directly adjacent to the Reading
Train Depot. The development includes sixty-eight (68) rental units, seventeen (17) of which are deed
restricted to households earning at or below 80% of the area median income. Both of the 40B
developments not only add to the Town’s affordable housing stock but increase the level of pedestrian
activity in downtown Reading.
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Bus Service
The MBTA operates two bus routes from the Reading railroad depot through the southeastern portion of
Town to the Malden rapid transit station (Orange Line) via Wakefield and Melrose.

Public Water Supply
The Town’s water distribution system has approximately 110 miles of distribution mains serving the
entire community. The water was drawn exclusively from groundwater through wells in the Ipswich River
watershed until May 2006 when the Town received partial supply from the Massachusetts Water
Resource Authority (MWRA). Since September 2006, it receives 100% from MWRA. Water supply is
considered adequate for any new development, and it no longer impacts the Ipswich River resource. In
addition, there are two control vaults feeding the Town from a 36-inch MWRA water main. Overall, the
Town performs regular infrastructure upgrades to ensure the safe and efficient delivery of water,
including replacing and relining water mains as part of our capital improvements program.
Table 4. Water Consumption in Reading

Year

Average per Day

Maximum per Day

1990

1.91

3.81

1995

1.85

3.00

2000

1.84

2.81

2005

1.88

2.95

2010

1.76

3.12

2019

1.52

2.55

MGD: Million gallons per day
Source: https://www.readingma.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif1116/f/uploads/water_quality.pdf

Public Sewer
The sewer system, owned and operated by the Town, serves nearly the entire community. As of October
2020, approximately 149 properties throughout the Town are not yet connected to the available public
sewer system. New subdivision and Planned Residential Development (PRD) projects are required to
connect to the sewer system. This requirement has probably slowed development in several outlying
areas. Reading’s sewage is discharged into a regional sewage system operated by the MWRA with its
principal treatment facility on Deer Island. Two of the 13 sewer lift stations have been replaced (West
Street and Charles Street) and Sturges Road has been designed and entering the construction phase.
There have also been several years of sewer lining projects occurring throughout the Town.

Stormwater
Reading established a stormwater utility in 2006. The utility was established at the Annual Town Meeting,
authorizing the Town to generate revenue by imposing a user fee on owners of developed properties.
The impervious surface-based fee, calculated using the Town’s geographic information system (GIS), was
first billed in September 2006 as part of the water/sewer bill. Revenue is used to fund new infrastructure
maintenance and public education activities imposed by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Phase II stormwater regulations. Revenue in excess of $500,000 (actual FY-20 total was
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$544,930) is generated each year. Reading’s stormwater utility is one of the first implemented in
Massachusetts. It has become a model for other communities wishing to do the same.
There are currently no active construction projects related to stormwater management. The Town has
recently submitted last year’s annual NPDES permit and will follow up on sampling results from this fall as
the weather allows. Currently, the Town is working with the Mystic River Watershed Association to
evaluate and site a potential large-scale stormwater storage and wetland installation. The site has been
identified as a “top three” location within the entire watershed. The grant opportunity would fund the
development of a recommended design for the Town.

3.

Long-term Development Patterns

The Zoning Bylaws control development in Town through the following zoning districts (Map 4):
Base Zoning Districts
Residence
Single Family 15 District (S-15)
Single Family 20 District (S-20)
Single Family 40 District (S-40)
Apartment 40 District (A-40)
Apartment 80 District (A-80)

Business & Industrial
Business A District (Bus.A)
Business B District (Bus.B)
Business C District (Bus.C)
Industrial (Ind.)

Overlay Districts
Aquifer Protection District (AQ)
Municipal Building Reuse District (MR)
Planned Residential Development – General (PRD-G)
Planned Residential Development – Municipal (PRD-M)
Planned Unit Development – Business (PUD-B)
Planned Unit Development – Industrial (PUD-I)
Planned Unit Development – Residential (PUD-R)
Gateway Smart Growth District (GSGD)
Downtown Smart Growth District (DSGD)
Planned Unit Developments (PUD) and Planned Residential Developments (PRD) allow for closer
proximity of buildings to each other but with greater amounts of combined open space. Changes were
made to PRD regulations in the 1990s to strengthen open space set-aside requirements. Six PRDs (cluster
zoning) have been constructed since 1995. The most recent example of a PRD approval is that of 149 Van
Norden Road, which allowed for the addition of one single-family house lot in 2016.
In 2010, FEMA issued, and Town Meeting accepted, a new flood plain map (see Map 7). It replaces a
previous flood plain map and was incorporated into the Town’s Zoning Bylaw in order to limit
development in flood-prone areas. The Town is working on an update to the Floodplain Overlay District to
bring it into compliance with the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in early 2021.
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The Aquifer Protection District was designed to control development in sensitive areas as well as
safeguard water recharge. In 2011, Town Meeting voted to amend the Aquifer Protection District
regulations. The approved changes allow for a maximum 15% or 2,500 square feet (whichever is greater)
of impervious area coverage. Any new construction which exceeds those thresholds is required to provide
recharge. The changes were designed to increase recharge while allowing developers some flexibility in
doing so. Another minor amendment was made to the Aquifer Protection District in 2015.
A shift in planning focus has also occurred due to the state’s Executive Order 418 in 2000, which requires
communities to increase affordable housing. Since then, the Town has made several zoning changes to
increase the number of affordable units. Most notably is the adoption of two Smart Growth (40R)
Districts, which was a recommendation of the Reading Housing Plan (2006). Updates to the Housing
Production Plan were completed and approved by DHCD in early 2013, and again in early 2018. Each plan
update evaluates the town’s current affordable housing needs and progress towards meeting the state’s
affordable housing requirements; the 2018 Update places a strong emphasis on proactively managing
growth in order to preserve the character and quality of existing neighborhoods.
The 2006 Housing Production Plan also addresses build-out. At that time, a GIS analysis based on land use
codes and existing zoning, indicated that 1,756 acres (27.5%) of land in Reading is undeveloped or is
Chapter 61 land. Of that, just 372 acres are potentially developable and, after regulatory constraints are
taken into account, 139 acres of developable land remain. That yields an estimated 262 buildable lots
based on existing zoning.
The majority of these additional 262 single family homes in Reading (186 of them) would be on what is
now Chapter 61 land (Meadow Brook Golf Club and the Lester forestry land on Main Street near Franklin
Street). The lot density of these parcels could be considerably higher if developed under PUD-R or Smart
Growth overlays or under Chapter 40B regulations. The development of these lands would be a
significant loss of open space for the town. Although Chapter 61 lands are not available for public use, the
Meadow Brook Golf Club in particular is of scenic value and contributes to the character of the Town with
its stone walls and open vistas.
To some extent, the Town controls its fate with respect to these parcels since Chapter 61 land must be
offered to the Town before it can be sold to a private entity. Currently, the Town has no rainy-day funds
available for land acquisition; however, this could change if the Town adopts the Community Preservation
Act, if another local entity such as the Reading Open Land Trust (ROLT) were able to intervene and
preserve the land, or if the Town pursues and is awarded PARC, MVP or other state and local grants that
can be used toward land acquisition.
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SECTION 4. ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
A. Geology, Soils and Topography
Map 5, based on data from the U.S. Geological Survey, shows soil types within Reading. The map shows
that Reading is composed primarily of igneous and metamorphic rock, with sand and gravel deposits or
glacial till deposits with bedrock outcrops. Minor amounts of floodplain alluvium are found near surface
water bodies (streams and ponds). Outcroppings appear generally on hilltops scattered around many
parts of the central ridge in the southwest and central part of the Town. As the glacier of 10,000 years
ago receded, it left behind debris that varies from boulder-rich till to fine-sorted sand. The glacier also left
behind kames, eskers, and drumlins. Muck and peat deposits occurred in many areas of the Town,
particularly North and South Cedar Swamps and Timberneck Swamp and along what is now the Ipswich
and Aberjona Rivers. These features provide the Town with unique characteristics that are highlighted by
the amount of open space throughout Reading. The landscape characteristics which comprise the Town’s
character include rock outcroppings, woodlands, and swamps. These are the natural features many
Reading residents strive to preserve.
In general, the overall slope of the Town is from the high land of the south and west toward the low land
of the north and east. Within this general orientation, the area encompasses the headwaters of the
Saugus River on the southeast, the Aberjona River on the west-central side, and tributaries to the Ipswich
River on the north.
The topography in Reading is relatively flat and often marshy. Many of the Town’s existing parks and
playing fields are on filled wetlands; these could not have been built today. Expansion and improvement
of recreation facilities is highly constrained by wetlands and the remaining open space is largely wetlands
unsuitable for the development of new recreational facilities.
The Town’s soils have shaped Reading’s settlement patterns. Early settlement was on the high, dry areas,
with the lower and wetter areas left to be used as meadows, farms, and woodlots. The Town was
originally referred to as “Wood End” because of the abundance of trees, which ultimately were harvested
for timber. Sand and gravel deposits have mostly been mined out or built upon, except the protected
areas such as the Town Forest, Bare Meadow, and Cedar Swamp.
Prior to the 1970s, when state wetlands protection laws were passed, significant portions of the Town
were drained and filled to accommodate pressures for residential and industrial development. The
Aberjona and Saugus Rivers, in particular, were channelized and riprapped. In many areas they no longer
moderate springtime flooding, major storm events, or the increased runoff from housing development,
ultimately resulting in flooding downstream. Thus, houses built in these low areas now frequently have
nuisance flooding problems in their basements and yards.
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B. Landscape Character
Sculpted by glacial activity, the Town is a series of gentle hills split by ravines with a few steep slopes
(Map 6). The town's highest point, Dobbins Hill, is 232 feet above sea level. Surfaces of Reading's woods
and meadows are broken by numerous outcroppings of bedrock. Drumlins, kames, and eskers dot the
landscape and can be seen in the Town Forest and North Cedar Swamp. Swamps, wetlands, and
floodplains make up more than 30% of Reading's land area. Because of Reading’s topography and
development, major areas that offer opportunities for active recreation are in the south or central part of
town, while areas that offer opportunities for passive recreation are primarily in the north sections of
Town.
The headwaters of the Saugus and Aberjona are within Reading's boundaries (Map 7). The Ipswich River
flows along the northern border. Reading is considered a “headwaters community” since the Ipswich
River headwaters are just upstream in Wilmington. The many smaller creeks, intermittent streams and
wetlands throughout the Town contribute to these river systems, but there are no significant lakes or
ponds. The channels, swamps, and tributaries control flooding downstream as well as providing
undisturbed habitat for fish, birds, mammals, and plants.
The Town Forest and well fields (no longer in use) encompass 310 acres along the northern perimeter of
town abutting the Ipswich River. Much of this area lies within the floodplain of the Ipswich River.
Reforested areas were planted in the 1930s and now form a dense pine forest. There are several access
roads and trails for hiking, cross-country skiing, birding, and nature study. Trails in the Town Forest follow
the glacial eskers and drumlins – some of the most unusual geologic features in Town. The Town Forest
Committee is currently planning a second tree thinning project (the first was in January 2020) to remove
diseased red pines and to allow for regrowth in areas where the 1930s plantings have reached maturity.

Town Forest. Photo credit: Town of Reading
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The Meadowbrook Golf Club is located to the southwest of the Town Forest and comprises 139 acres. It is
within the Zone II of the well fields and abuts wetland resource areas. The club has a Chapter 61 B
restriction. It is a scenic resource.
North Cedar Swamp (429.1 acres) and South Cedar Swamp (119 acres) stretch the length of the town's
eastern boundary. It is one of the few areas in Town where bow hunting is allowed. The Reading Rifle &
Revolver Club owns 51.9 acres between these areas and has the only civilian 600-yard high-powered rifle
range in the state. Timberneck Swamp (101 acres), to the west of South Cedar Swamp, is a wooded
swamp at the headwaters to the Saugus River. It is surrounded by residential neighborhoods but has no
trails or other recreational use.
Camp Curtis Guild National Guard Base is located to the south and east of South Cedar Swamp, straddling
the boundary line of three communities and containing 275 acres within Reading. A portion of this land is
upland (195 acres) and could be developed if the base were to close. The 1990 Master Plan suggested
rezoning this area from S-40 to PUD. Current zoning would allow 293 single-family homes, and a zoning
change would permit an industrial or commercial area adjacent to Route 128 (Interstate 95). This
property is also included in the Priority Mapping Project completed by MAPC and the NSPC sub-region. As
part of that project, this property has been identified as both a Priority Development Area and Priority
Preservation Area. Town Staff as well as other participants agreed that this parcel could serve some
development needs, but that much of the land is wetland and should be preserved as open space.
Bare Meadow (84.5 acres)
is under Conservation
Commission jurisdiction as
are the abutting. Anderson
Meadow (6.7 acres) and
Mattera (2.1 acres)
Conservation areas.
Fairbanks Marsh (32 acres)
owned by the Reading
Open Land Trust (ROLT)
also abuts Bare Meadow.
This area in the northeast
quadrant of Town includes
marsh, wet meadows,
wooded wetlands with
Bare Meadow. Photo credit: Town of Reading
vernal pools, forested
upland and the only open meadow habitat in Reading. Bow hunting is allowed along the northern edge of
Bare Meadow. A 400-foot, gravel-surface, accessible trail starts at the Mattera parking area and ends at
an accessible viewing platform overlooking one of the meadows in Bare Meadow. The Bare
Meadow/Mattera trail system is second only to the Town Forest in its popularity with hikers and dog
walkers.
Marion Woods (8.6 acres) completes the public-owned greenway corridor along the Town’s northern
border abutting the Ipswich River. Together with the Lobs Pound Mill Site, this area is known as the Biller
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Conservation Area. These riverfront parcels feature bordering vegetated wetlands, an upland pine grove
and a certified vernal pool.
Kurchian Woods (32.7 acres), an upland open space surrounded by residential development, includes
stands of mature trees, rocky outcrops, and vernal pools. The area is crossed by a Tennessee Gas Pipeline
easement. It acts as a natural buffer between subdivisions while providing passive recreational options. A
total contiguous area of 58 acres of open space is available when combined with town-owned Sledge
Woods, a parcel off Pondview Lane, and an adjacent tax-title parcel, and ROLT’s Nichols Wood Lot and
Fienemann Ice Pond parcels. Kurchian Woods abuts 11 acres of Chapter 61 forestry land.
One of the largest changes in landscape character over the last ten-twenty years has been the loss of
Spence Farm and Longwood Poultry Farm, both on West Street. At completion, 536 apartments, condos,
and townhouses will occupy the two sites known as Reading Commons and Johnson Woods respectively.
At the time Reading did not exercise its right of first refusal on either Spence and Longwood Farms when
they gave up their Chapter 61A status. Reading Commons has been fully built-out and occupied while
Johnson Woods still has approximately 100 units left to construct.
A second large change in landscape character is the development of Walkers Brook Drive as a major
retail, restaurant, and office area just off Route 95; the area was identified as a Priority Development area
and deemed the Eastern Gateway. A long-term visioning plan has been developed for the Eastern
Gateway which looks to expand activity and placemaking initiatives in the area through increased
greenspace and pocket parks, enhanced aesthetics, and multi-modal transit implementation.
In 2011, the former Addison Wesley office site off of Interstate-95, was developed into Reading Woods
utilizing the Gateway Smart Growth District 40R zoning. The development contains 208 age-restricted
units for senior living, 16 townhomes and 200 residential apartments for a total of 424 units, 43 of which
are available to eligible households earning at or below 80% of area median income.
In residential neighborhoods, smaller, older homes are being replaced by large ones and lots are being
combined to be rebuilt as small subdivisions. Thankfully, the forested area and wetlands of the Town
Forest and Ipswich River are unchanged, protected by town ownership. Reading's marshes, swamps and
wetlands provide scenic environments, natural buffers for privacy, and visual escape from the stresses of
modern life. Trail connections and open space preservation have been prioritized by Reading land use
boards and have been incorporated into a number of recent development sites, including: at the
Veteran’s Way subdivision on Main Street, a trail within a future roadway easement that will connect the
development to an approximately 7 acre parcel of Town-owned land that is part of Kurchian Woods; at
the Lenetta Lane subdivision on Franklin Street, the developer conveyed a parcel of land to the Town, and
provided a trail easement across one of the lots, which will help ensure potential trail connectivity from
Bare Meadow through Wood End Cemetery out to Eastway and Conservation-owned land on Haverhill
Street as well as the Cedar Swamp across Haverhill Street; and at 259-267 Main Street, the developer
agreed to create a trail connection through the site that joins with the existing sewer easement which
runs out to Cross Street.

C. Water Resources
Because of its low-lying topography, Reading is dotted with small ponds, swamps, and wooded wetlands.
The Town is situated at the drainage divide of three watersheds: the Aberjona, the Ipswich, and the
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Saugus Rivers (Map 8). The Ipswich River serves as its northern boundary and provided the Town’s
municipal drinking water supply through 2006. Bare Meadow Brook, which traverses the northeast corner
of Town, is a major tributary to the Ipswich River.
Map 6 also shows Reading’s Aquifer Protection District (APD) encompasses the now unused well fields in
the northwest corner of Town and extends along much of the Ipswich River drainage. The language
generally mirrors the model bylaw from the Department of Environmental Protection that was in effect at
that time. The definition and allowable percentage of impervious surface has been adjusted several times
in recent years with reference to DEP stormwater guidelines. As noted earlier, in 2011 the APD was
amended to allow for a maximum 15% or 2,500 square feet (whichever is greater) of impervious area
coverage. Exceeding that threshold requires advanced recharge of stormwater runoff. Proper stormwater
treatment and infiltration are generally encouraged. Underground residential propane storage tanks were
allowed in 2005. The Town Forest and Water Department lands along the Ipswich River act in concert
with the APD to protect the aquifer recharge area.
FEMA updated its Flood Hazard mapping of Reading in 2010 and the flood zones were adopted by Town
Meeting (Map 8).
Much of Reading’s wetlands are Town-owned and
controlled by the Conservation Commission for the
purpose of water supply protection, passive recreation,
and wildlife habitat (Map 8). Presently, the Commission
has over 900 acres of lands under its jurisdiction.
The Ipswich River is especially vulnerable to pollution
due to its proximity to Interstate Route 93 and the
industrial developments across the river in North
Reading. The residents discovered this in 1992 when an
oil tanker overturned on Route 93 at the crossing of the
Ipswich River, dumping 10,000 gallons of petroleum
product into adjacent wetlands. Although
contamination did not reach the Town’s water supply
wells, six of the town’s nine wells were temporarily
closed due to the potential for contamination.
Remediation is now complete.
Ipswich River. Photo credit: Town of Reading
The Ipswich River was impacted by heavy water
withdrawals within its watershed for many years. In
1997, the river was listed as one of the 20 most threatened rivers in North America. A study of the river
by the U.S. Geological Survey determined that pumping groundwater wells was the main cause of the low
flow problem. Water withdrawals from Reading and upstream, from Wilmington, had contributed to the
problem. Reading joined the MWRA to supply all of its water in 2006. American Rivers again named the
Ipswich as among the nation’s most endangered in 20219. This time, however, Reading bears much less
responsibility.

9

https://www.ipswichriver.org/endangered/
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The Town is proactive in its attempts to enhance the protection of the Ipswich River, Aberjona River, and
the Saugus River watersheds. Activities include a water conservation program ($250,000 annually) that
offers rebates on rain barrels, low-water use toilets, and clothes washers, and moisture sensors for
irrigation systems. Low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, hose nozzles, as well as rain gauges are
available free to residents. Outdoor water use restrictions remain in effect year-round.
The Ipswich River in Reading is underutilized as a recreational resource. Canoeing is difficult from Route
93 on the west to Mill Street on the east due to limited access and the narrowness of the channel
downstream of the Town Forest. There is no canoe access in the Town Forest and views are limited as
well. The Ipswich River Greenway plan envisions a fishing pier projecting into the ponded area, but no
specific plan or funding is in place.
The Lobs Pound Mill site is now a Massachusetts Fishing and Boating Access facility with dedicated
parking, an accessible trail, a barrier to stand or sit behind while fishing, and an informal canoe landing. It
can be used during medium to high water as the starting point for a canoe trip downstream. The Lobs
Pound Mill site is a popular fishing area in the spring when the State stocks the river with trout. The mill
site has not been mowed on a regular basis and is getting ov ergrown; picnic tables at the site have not
been maintained.

Lobs Pound Mill Pond. Photo credit: Town of Reading
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D. Vegetation
In the residential areas of the community, much of the vegetation is ornamental and non-native. The
most frequent trees and shrubs are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Common white, red, pitch and
Scotch pine
Norway, blue, white, red and
black spruce
Balsam and Douglas fir
Tupelo, dogwood, weeping
willow
American elm
Black cherry
American chestnut
White, gray, yellow and black
birch

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Poplar
Linden, white, black, red,
swamp, and pin oak
Sassafras
Red, sugar, Norway, silver and
mountain maple
American sycamore
Shagbark and bitternut hickory
Black walnut
Box elder

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Staghorn, smooth and poison
sumac
White and mountain ash
Catalpa, black, and honey
locust
Witch hazel
Buckeye
Dogwood
Beech
Gingko
Rhododendrons and azaleas

The swamps abound with skunk cabbage, high bush blueberry; and cinnamon, royal, maidenhair,
rattlesnake, New York, and marsh ferns. The tree layer includes American larch, black spruce, white pine,
eastern hemlock, red maple, and sugar maple. The shrub layer includes sweet pepperbush, red osier,
viburnum, arrowwood, and aster. There is prevalent swamp reed grass, a variety of sedges, moss, holly,
ragwort, goldenrod, knotweed, jewelweed, cattails, and purple loosestrife. In several locations in Town
there are areas with beech and tamarack. Invasive species of purple loosestrife, buckthorn, and
phragmites have spread widely.
Reading has continued to survey its biodiversity since 2000. There have been over 700 plant species
identified as of July 1, 2008 (Appendix B). Efforts are continuing to add new species to its biodiversity lists.
Table 5 lists those that are rare, threatened, or endangered.
Table 5. Threatened, Endangered, and Special Concern Species found in Reading.

Taxonomic Group

Common Name

Scientific Name

MA Status

Asteraceae (Asters,
Composites)
Ophioglossaceae
(Grape Ferns)
Rubiaceae
(Bedstraws, Bluets)

New England Blazing Star

Special Concern

Adder's-tongue Fern

Liatris scariosa
var. novae-angliae
Ophioglossum pusillum

Long-leaved Bluet

Houstonia longifolia

Endangered

Threatened

Source: Mass Gov, Species Information: Rare Species Viewer: https://www.mass.gov/service-details/rare-species-viewer

The Town Forest protects 300+ acres and also supplies a buffer zone to the Ipswich River. It has several
acres of large pine and includes the floodplain of the Ipswich River, reclaimed sand pits, an old cranberry
bog, mature woods, and wetlands. Over 114 varieties of lichen have been identified. A Forest
Management Plan was completed in 201010 and a Natural Resources Inventory and Conservation

10

Forest Management Plan, completed by Philip B. Benjamin, CF, 2010.
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Inventory was completed in late 2012.11 Both plans were completed under the supervision of the
reenergized Town Forest Committee. The Committee has started selective thinning to improve tree vigor
and forest habitat value as recommended in the Forest Management Plan.
There is also a cranberry bog in Fairbanks Marsh. In the eastern part of both north and south Cedar
Swamp there is a black ash swamp. A white cedar bog at the north end of Cedar Swamp at the ReadingNorth Reading boundary is approximately 10 acres in size. There is also a one- to two-acre parcel at the
easterly end of Meadow Brook Golf Club of northern white cedar. These areas provide habitat for a
variety of insects and wildlife.
Bow hunting is allowed in North and South Cedar Swamps as well as in the northern part of Bare Meadow
and the adjacent Anderson Meadow. Per state law, hunting is not allowed near homes or roads. No other
hunting is allowed in Reading.
A private 10-acre parcel of Chapter 61 forestry land abuts Kurchian Woods Conservation Area. This is
known as the Lester Land.
Reading was designated as Tree City USA in 1985 and has retained that designation annually since then.
The Town has a shade tree program to enhance public roadsides as well as a commemorative shade tree
planting program.
Reading Subdivision Regulations include a tree policy governing all new subdivisions and planned
residential developments. Each site is walked with the Tree Warden and Town Planner, accompanied by
the project proponent, to see what trees can be saved, to minimize clear cutting, and to enhance tree
lawn plantings.
Leaves, branches, and logs may be transported to the Town’s compost area. Days and times vary
throughout the year. Compost materials are windrowed and decomposed and available to the residents
in the spring for yard use and are used for other Town projects. Dumping of yard debris in wetlands and
on Town-owned or undeveloped property is a perpetual problem.

E. Fisheries and Wildlife
Wildlife seen in Reading includes much of the usual New England wildlife: deer, red and gray fox,
raccoons, ground hogs, rabbits, skunks, coyote, fisher, beaver, river otter, muskrat, an occasional moose,
wild turkeys, opossum, frogs, spotted turtles, dragonflies, damselflies, spotted salamanders, geese, ducks
and over 100 varieties of birds. Because of the many acres of swamp, the Town has a large mosquito
population. Fish exist in the Ipswich and Aberjona Rivers and the headwaters of the Saugus River.
The Ipswich River corridor, the NEPCO high-tension electric lines at the north end of Camp Curtis Guild,
and the Tennessee Gas Pipeline through the Cedar Swamp areas provide corridors of undeveloped
forested wetlands in an otherwise residentially-populated area for wildlife to live and traverse.
There are 65 certified vernal pools in Reading. The Town’s Wetland Protection Bylaw protects vernal
pools. The Commission reviews any proposed project within 100 feet of such pools.

11

Reading Town Forest Natural Resource Inventory & Conservation Vision, Liz Newlands, Mass Audubon Ecological
Extension Service, 2012.
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Species on the Massachusetts Endangered Species List that are found in Reading include the blue-spotted
salamander, northern long-eared bat, eastern small-footed bat, cow path tiger beetle, and intricate fairy
shrimp. There are two areas of Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) Estimated and
Priority habitat in Reading – in the Town Forest and in Cedar Swamp. The entire northern border of
Reading adjacent to the Ipswich River and Bare Meadow Brook, as well as North and South Cedar
Swamps, is NHESP BioMap Core Habitat. Several adjacent areas are designated as Biomap Supporting
Natural Landscapes (Map 9).

Fall walk. Photo credit: Town of Reading

F. Scenic Resources and Unique Environments
Nearly 100 Reading properties are listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and the Town
Common and part of Woburn Street are classified as National Register Districts (Map 7). In 1995, Reading
adopted a Demolition Delay Bylaw to protect historic properties, which allows up to a six-month
demolition delay while alternatives are explored; the Town’s historic inventory includes 347 existing
buildings, a cemetery (Laurel Hill), a historic site (Lobs Pound Mill on the Ipswich River), and four markers.
Reading also has two historic districts: the Summer Avenue Historic District, and the West Street Historic
District which was established in 2005.
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PLACEHOLDER
Map 9. Important Habitat for Rare and Threatened Species
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Three of the Town’s more rural roads, Mill, Walnut and South Street, have been designated as scenic
roadways. Several other roads in town also retain an earlier New England character.
The Town enjoys a green belt along the entire length of the Ipswich River. The Ipswich River Greenway is
planned as a system of trails to connect the quilt of open spaces along the northern border of town. It is
complete through the Town Forest, and through the Biller, Mattera, and Bare Meadow Conservation
Areas. One feature along the Greenway is an accessible viewing platform atop Bare Meadow that allows
visitors to enjoy the meadow.
The Town Forest is one of Reading’s unique assets. The Reading Town Forest Natural Resources Inventory
& Conservation Vision, prepared by the Mass Audubon Ecological Extension Service in 2012 documents
this resource and makes recommendations for its continued use and health.
Eskers in the Town Forest and near Symonds Way and bedrock outcroppings throughout the town are
unusual geologic features (Map 6). Meadow Brook Golf Course is a scenic resource that can be seen from
several Reading streets.

G. Environmental Challenges
Environmental challenges that relate to open space and recreation include climate change, flooding,
water quality pollutants, hazardous materials, invasive species, and environmental justice.

1.

Impacts of Climate Change

Reading recognizes that climate change is an issue that needs to be addressed. Energy saving devices,
tree plantings, energy conservation, and water conservation are among the many programs that have
been used to mitigate the impact of climate change in Reading. The Climate Advisory Committee seeks to
achieve environmental, economic, and societal sustainability by raising public awareness and influencing
the community to reduce energy use and foster environmental stewardship in a cost-effective manner. In
2014, the Committee published the Town of Reading’s Climate Change Adaptation Report to start
proactively planning for the inevitable impact that climate change will have. In February 2020, Reading
was awarded a Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program grant. The grant went towards
completing the community resiliency building process in 2020 which resulted in the prioritization of
actions to build resiliency.
Energy upgrades to town and school buildings are being done through the Energy Savings Performance
Contracting process under MGL Chapter 25A Section 111. The Town’s performance contract with
NORESCO has been in place since 2009. The work provides comprehensive energy-efficiency and
renewable energy solutions where the costs of the improvements over time are covered by guaranteed
savings from utility and operating budgets. Municipal systems such as lighting controls, water
conservation, heating improvements and more are all reviewed for potential improvements.
The Reading Municipal Light Department (RMLD) developed a Local Energy Action Plan under the Local
Energy Action Program with the help of the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC). This plan
identifies additional opportunities for energy use reduction and seeks to promote the use of alternative
energy resources and has clear goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. RMLD used the Climate Action
Report of 2014 to influence the goals of the Energy Action Plan and continues to use both plans to help
guide their efforts to date.
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The Town is currently working towards designation as a Green Community and has adopted the Stretch
Energy Code as of November 2020 Subsequent Town Meeting.

2.

Flooding

Localized flooding occurs when there is no place for rainfall to go, typically because of increased
impervious surfaces, lack of natural systems like wetlands and forested areas to absorb it, or a municipal
stormwater system of pipes and outfalls is not large enough to manage it. The Reading Hazard Mitigation
Plan (2017) identifies the following locations as high priority areas for flooding:












3.

Sunnyside and Fairview Avenues
New Crossing Road at the DPW Garage
Track Road at Line Road
South Main Street
Brook and Ash Streets
Lowell Street at Intervale Terrace
Oak Ridge/Cherry Lane
Walkers Brook Drive
Haverhill Street at the Town line
Cul-de-sac at Warren Avenue
Willow Street/Austin Prep

Surface Water Pollution, Sedimentation, and Erosion

In mostly developed communities like Reading, runoff from rain, melting snow, and other sources is one
of the primary sources of pollutants in local waterbodies. Runoff travels over surfaces like roads, parking
areas, and rooftops and collects pollutants that might accumulate on these surfaces, and eventually end
up in wetlands, rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes. The cumulative impact of these pollutants and the
volume of runoff degrades water quality and can cause sedimentation, erosion, and loss of habitat.
Erosion is generally not a problem in Town except at construction sites. Sedimentation is observed in
streambeds, wetlands, and catch basins, primarily from runoff carrying sand from winter street sanding
and sediment from nearby construction activity.
The objective of stormwater management is to reduce these impacts on water quality. This is guided by
the permitting process at the federal and state level, local regulations and policies, and initiatives lead by
municipalities, watershed associations, and other community organizations, often times working
collaboratively. Work includes public education, local and regional infrastructure projects, and state and
municipal regulations that limit or manage pollutants entering a waterbody.
As discussed earlier, Reading works to meet these challenges by implementing the requirements of its
NPDES Program permit from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for its Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4). The NPDES MS4 permit requires the Town to minimize the discharge of
contaminants into surface water coming out of the municipal stormwater system, which is a mix of
underground pipes, outlets, and surface drainage systems. The Reading Stormwater Management
Program through the Department of Public Works Engineering Division leads this effort.
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The Town also implements a stormwater utility fee. The fee is based on the amount of impervious surface
on a property and included in the quarterly water/sewer bill. Revenue is used to fund new infrastructure,
maintenance, and public education activities imposed by the NPDES permit.

4.

Impaired Water Bodies

The American Rivers Association listed the Ipswich River as one of the 20 most endangered rivers in 1997,
in 2003, and again in 2021. It flows through densely populated north suburban Boston and provides
drinking water for 13 municipalities, until recently, including Reading. Reading’s acceptance into the
MWRA system has alleviated some of the stress on the river. Reading continues to cooperate with
regional planning efforts and with neighboring towns to address watershed issues.
Reading has three water quality monitoring locations where trained volunteers do monthly data
collection under the guidance of the Ipswich River Watershed Association.12 All three locations have been
monitored since the late 1990s.
Under the Massachusetts Water Quality Management Program, the Ipswich River is classified as a Class B
water, designated as suitable for supporting aquatic life, recreational uses such as swimming and boating,
and fish consumption. However, the river’s water quality is not meeting the standards for these uses and
is therefore classified as “impaired” or “threatened” for one or more these uses, requiring the state to
calculate total maximum daily loads (TMDLs)13 (See Map 6). High fecal coliform bacteria counts, high
levels of methyl mercury, and excess aquatic weed growth are not known to be problems in Reading,
although they are found elsewhere along the Ipswich River.
The Aberjona River, part of the Mystic River Watershed, is classified as Class B, but impaired or
threatened for one or more uses and requiring a TMDL.

5.

Landfills, Hazardous Waste, and Brownfield Sites

Reading’s landfill is capped and is now a thriving commercial area known as Walkers Brook Crossing. It
poses no known environmental problems.
At this time, all commercial underground storage tanks have been either removed or upgraded to ensure
groundwater protection. Propane tanks, however, are now allowed underground throughout Town,
including in the Aquifer Protection District.
There are no 21E sites in Reading. The status of the 21E contaminant sites in North Reading, which once
threatened Reading’s water supply, can be summarized as follows:
•

Sterling Supply: Sterling Supply was a dry cleaning supply firm handling bulk deliveries of PCE. The
PCE, TCE, and DCE contamination in Reading’s well 82-20 is believed to have originated there.
There is no viable responsible party for the contamination, so DEP is handling the cleanup.

12

For more information on this program go to this link: https://www.ipswichriver.org/science-monitoring/.
Massachusetts Year 2016 Integrated List of Waters: Final Listing of the Condition of Massachusetts’ Waters
Pursuant to Sections 305(b), 314 and 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, Commonwealth of Massachusetts Executive
Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, 2016. See
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2020/01/07/16ilwplist.pdf.
13
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•

•

•

6.

Roadway Express: There is PCE and chlorobenzene contamination in the bedrock at this site,
which originated from a discharge to an on-site catch basin. A fracture trace analysis of the site’s
bedrock showed a fracture zone extending from the contaminated area towards the Town Forest
well.
General Electric: This site was responsible for the closing of North Reading’s Stickney Well in
1978. PCE and TCE at this site extend towards the Ipswich River. This plume is by far the largest
and most complex of the contaminant plumes in the area. In a 1991 settlement with the Town of
Reading, GE contributed to the installation of air stripping equipment at the Reading water supply
plant.
MSM Industries: The MSM Industries site has introduced 1,1,1- trichloroethane contamination to
the overburden and the bedrock. The groundwater recovery and treatment has been ongoing
since 1995. A contaminant plume extends beneath the Ipswich River towards Reading wells and is
still being investigated.

Invasive Species

Reading has no widespread forestry disease problems or insect infestations. The Forest Management Plan
prepared for the Town Forest describes the forest health as “relatively good”14 and habitat diversity as
“superb.”15 The main problem identified is the low diversity of tree sizes and species in the pine
plantation areas.16 In addition, the plan recommends maintaining a modest amount of grassland and early
successional habitat on the property since these habitats are disappearing in New England and are
important for wildlife.17
Non-native invasive plant species, particularly Japanese knotweed, are a problem at the entrance to
almost all parks, fields, and trails. Asian Longhorn Beetles have not been found in Reading, but Emerald
Ash Borer may be an issue in upcoming years.18

7.

Environmental Justice, Open Space, and Recreation Inequities

Open space and recreation areas in proximity to the EJ neighborhoods, include the fields and trails
associated with Parker Middle School; the playground, fields, and courts at Washington Park; and the
passive natural opportunities approximately one-third mile south at the Pinevale Conservation Area.
Additional resources within one-quarter mile (an eight- to 10-minute walk) are the Laurel Hill Cemetery,
Memorial Park, Town Common, Elm Park, Randall Land, Thelin Bird Sanctuary, and Maillet Conservation
Area.
While Reading has a variety of open space and recreation facilities, it has been observed that there is a
lack of facilities on the west side of Reading. As mentioned earlier, many of the farms located on the west
side have been redeveloped into a mix of housing types including apartments, condos, and townhouses,
not single-family homes. Other new, high-density housing developments have been built on the southern
edge of Town and downtown, see Map 3. These residents, who lack backyards or may not have a car,
14

Forest Management Plan, Philip B. Benjamin, June 18, 2010, p. 5
Ibid.
16
Ibid, p. 6.
17
Ibid.
18
Personal correspondence with Robert Keating, Supervisor, Reading Parks and Forestry Division, July 5, 2013.
15
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have different needs for open space and recreation, and may have to travel longer distances to access
existing facilities in Town. Even though there may be a lack of available space on the south and west sides
of Town to establish more open space or recreational facilities, Reading can better improve connections
to other locations within the community. The goal, as described in this plan, is to continue to evaluate
opportunities for new facilities and seek out ways to connect new and existing housing developments to
open space and recreational facilities throughout the Town.

Town Forest. Photo credit: Town of Reading
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SECTION 5. INVENTORY OF LANDS OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
INTEREST
Open space preservation is important for
environmental, scenic, recreational, public
health, educational, and economic reasons.
•

•

•

•

•
•

Open space protects water and
wetlands resources, provides
wildlife habitat, absorbs flooding,
and absorbs carbon dioxide thereby
slowing global warming.
Open space provides scenic vistas,
backyard greenery, and buffers
between homes and
neighborhoods. It buffers residential
neighborhoods from commercial
and industrial areas as well.
Open space provides the space
people need for parks, playing
fields, playgrounds, walking trails,
and water trails. In the winter,
Reading residents get out on the
many marshlands by cross-country
skis and snowshoes.
Open space provides spaces for
people to walk, run, swim, canoe,
Bog bridge in Bare Meadow. Photo credit: Town of Reading
climb, and play sports. Physical
activity is healthy for all ages, but the importance of being involved in non-organized outdoor
activities is increasingly acknowledged as important to children’s healthy development. Open
space provides spiritual renewal for all ages and counter-balances the stress of modern life.
Comments in the Town Forest Survey make this point almost verbatim.
Open space is a living classroom for people of all ages.
Open space enhances property values of individual properties. Communities with substantial
open space resources are rated higher in quality of life and thus enhance all property throughout
the town.

The Town of Reading must understand its open space assets before it can sensibly plan for their
preservation. The inventory of lands is shown on Map 10 and includes both conservation and recreation
lands, and public, private, and nonprofit lands if they are currently protected or have recreation potential.
Appendix C provides details on these resources, including ownership and access information on each
parcel and, most importantly, includes information on each parcel’s protection status. Not all publicly
owned open space is permanently protected from development. Conversely, some privately owned open
space is protected. Knowing the status of each parcel is critical to understanding the open space
opportunities and threats faced by the Town.
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PLACEHOLDER
Map 10. Open Space and Recreational Resources Inventory
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Protected land, according to
the Commonwealth’s
guidelines, includes land
controlled by the
conservation or water
departments, by a state
conservation agency, by a
non-profit land trust (for
example, Reading Open Land
Trust), or land purchased
with state conservation grant
money (Bare Meadow,
Kurchian Woods, Sledge
Woods, Marion Woods,
Dividence Meadow). Parcels
in these categories are
protected under Article 97 of
Memorial Park. Photo credit: Jason Bessuille
the Articles of Amendment
to the State Constitution. These lands were acquired for natural resources purposes and cannot be
converted to other use without approval by the controlling commission, Town Meeting, Massachusetts
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EAA), and the state legislature. Private land is
considered permanently protected if it is deed restricted or has a conservation restriction. Reading has
recorded 33 conservation restrictions, most of them within the past ten years. Reading’s most recent
open space acquisition was in 2021. A 13-acre property off Haverhill Street was gifted to the Town and
will connect to Timberneck Swamp.
A significant open space partner in Reading is the Reading Open Land Trust, Inc. ROLT preserves land in
its natural state: wetlands, open lands, and lands of historical significance. Since its founding in 1979,
ROLT has acquired over 68 acres of open land. ROLT received a significant donation in 2007 from 99-yearold Benjamin Nichols (now deceased) who donated his family’s colonial era wood lot.
“Chapter 61” properties are a special category of temporarily protected private land. These parcels,
managed as open space, receive a property tax break in exchange for the granting of the right of first
refusal to the Town if the parcel is sold. Chapter 61 lands generally have significant open space potential.
Since Reading’s first OSRP was written (1995), the Town has lost two of its four Chapter 61 lands. Spence
Farm (6+ acres) and Longwood Poultry Farm (35+ acres) (both Chapter 61A agricultural) both opted out
of their Chapter 61 status and are now major housing developments. The Lester land (10+ acres, Chapter
61 forestry) and Meadowbrook golf course (139 acres, Chapter 61B recreation) remain under Chapter 61
protection.
Unprotected open space includes Town-owned land controlled by other departments (schools, housing,
cemetery), land owned by other state and federal agencies (MBTA, Camp Curtis Guild), and other
privately owned land. These lands are not protected from development. Camp Curtis Guild, 275 acres of
which is in Reading, is the largest of these. Girl Scout Camp Rice Moody, eight acres, is also worth noting.
It abuts three open space parcels between Birch Meadow Drive and Grove Street.
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SECTION 6. COMMUNITY VISION
A. Description of Process
The OSRP was drafted with guidance from an eight-member working group of community members and
Town staff, including representation from the Planning, Conservation, Recreation, GIS, and Engineering
divisions. The Assistant Town Manager also participated. The group met on a regular basis to review tasks
and materials and plan for public outreach and events.

1.

Public Community Survey

An online survey was available from October 2020 through January 15, 2021. It was promoted through
the Town’s website, the project website, and announcements at local board and committee meetings. A
total of 426 people took the survey; however, not all responded to every question. A significant majority
of respondents were Reading residents (99%) and 2% owned a business in Town. A small portion lived in a
multifamily building or townhouse/condominium. Nearly 40% of respondents reported having someone
between the ages of 35 and 44 living in their home, and about one third reported having someone
between the ages of 6 and 12. A small portion reported someone between the ages of 19 and 34, and
only about one quarter reported someone 55 years or older living in their home.
A complete summary of responses is found in Appendix A, and findings are integrated into Section 7:
Analysis of Needs.

2.

Virtual Public Workshop

The Town of Reading sponsored a public workshop on February 1, 2021, to hear from residents and
better understand their needs around open space and recreational resources. Because of public health
concerns, Governor Baker had imposed limits on public gatherings, therefore the meeting was held
virtually. The workshop was promoted on the Town’s website, project website, and flyers posted
throughout the community on bulletin boards where the public would have access. Town Hall, the
Library, and other municipal buildings were closed to the public, therefore locations were primarily at
grocery stores and other retail establishments.
After a short presentation, approximately 30 participants were randomly organized into groups of six to
eight in virtual breakout rooms. Each group discussed three questions, led by a facilitator:
•
•

•

What are we doing well? What is the Town of Reading doing well by way of protecting the natural
environment and/or providing recreational opportunities for residents?
What could be better? What existing recreation facilities could benefit from improvements? How
could they be improved? What natural resource protection strategies being used by the Town
could be strengthened?
What more could we do? What are new recreational opportunities that the Town should
consider? What natural areas need to be protected but are not? What are some new strategies
to protect the natural environment?

Based on the discussion, participants identified common themes in their ideas and prioritized needs.
After about an hour, the larger group reconvened, and each breakout group reported out the key themes
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from their discussion. Notes and discussion from each group are found in Appendix A, and findings are
integrated into Section 7: Analysis of Needs.

3.

Virtual Open House

The Town held a virtual open house February 1-28, 2022, to get feedback on the overall draft OSRP, with
specific focus on the proposed Action Plan. Through the project website, visitors could take a total of five
surveys that corresponded to each goal and its associated objectives and action items. The Virtual Open
House event and surveys were promoted through the Town’s website, the project website,
announcements at local board and committee meetings, and flyers posted throughout the community on
bulletin boards where the public would have access. Property managers for apartment complexes in the
EJ neighborhoods were also asked to post a flyer for the survey in their common areas. Paper copies of
surveys were available upon request. A total of 83 responses were collected across the five surveys. A
summary can be found in Appendix A.

B. Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals
These open space and recreation goals are high level, aspirational statements the Town strives for in the
long term. They were crafted based on the input from residents through the public engagement process
as well as consultation with Town staff working to meet the needs of the community.
Overarching goals of the Reading OSRP are to:
Provide high quality, accessible recreation opportunities and open spaces to Reading residents.
Protect and enhance the natural environment to maintain its economic, social, and
environmental benefits to the Reading community.
Offer residents spaces to connect with each other and nature.
Provide resources and amenities for residents to live active and healthy lifestyles.
Provide equitable opportunities for residents of all ages and abilities.
Plan for, adapt to, and mitigate the impacts of natural hazards and climate change.
Build a linked network of recreation resources and open spaces within the Town of Reading as
well as with those in neighboring communities.
The Action Plan contained within this OSRP (Section 9) outlines how the Town will work towards these
goals in the next seven years.
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SECTION 7. ANALYSIS OF NEEDS
The analysis of needs is a compilation of what was heard from the public during outreach events,
interviews with Town staff and local leaders, and an assessment of environmental challenges presented in
Section 4.G. The sections that follow provide a summary of needs for resource protection, open space
and recreational needs for the community, and management and operational needs for the Town,
highlighting current and ongoing initiatives as appropriate.

A. Summary of Resource Protection Needs
Protecting natural resources has multiple benefits, such as protecting wildlife habitat, improving water
quality, and mitigating the impacts of climate change and natural disasters. Conserving larger tracts of
land also provide opportunities for people to connect with nature and raise awareness of the important
functions they provide the community.

1.

Quality of Water Resources

Stormwater Management

Green infrastructure has multiple benefits:

Improving water quality is a continued priority for the Town
of Reading. Runoff from rain, melting snow, and other
sources is one of the primary sources of pollutants in local
waterbodies. Runoff travels over surfaces like roads, parking
areas, and rooftops and collects pollutants that might
accumulate on these surfaces, and eventually end up in
wetlands, rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes. The cumulative
impact of these pollutants and the volume of runoff
degrades water quality and causes sedimentation, erosion,
and loss of habitat.

Environmental Benefits
• Decreases impervious surfaces
• Creates wildlife habitat
• Increases infiltration of runoff into the
soil
• Adds storage capacity to reduce runoff
and discharges with pollutants
• Increases trees, bushes, and greenery
that absorb air pollution, reduces air
temperatures

The Town is working to improve water quality through its
stormwater management program. Runoff is collected and
treated through a mix of underground pipes, outlets, and
surface drainage systems. In addition to the traditional pipes
and catch basins, “green infrastructure” can be used to
supplement and support these systems. Green infrastructure
uses natural areas and processes to improve water quality
and manage water quantity. As noted in the box at right,
there are many benefits to incorporating green
infrastructure. Installments can be at different scales to
accommodate diverse locations. These might include rain
gardens and pervious pavers (shown on next page). Projects
are not currently planned with revenue from the stormwater
utility fee; however, this funding might open opportunities to
add green infrastructure on existing municipal properties to
reduce pavement or address “grey” infrastructure needs.
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Social & Public Health Benefits
• Reduces exposure to water pollution and
flood-related hazards
• Creates links between existing open
spaces as pathways for increased
opportunities for physical activity
• Improves aesthetics of an area
Economic Benefits
• Reduces heating and cooling costs
• Reduces municipal water usage
• Increases properties values
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2
01711/documents/greeninfrastructure_healthy_
communities_factsheet.pdf
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Areas of Town with limited undeveloped land should be prioritized to reduce impervious surfaces and
create more green space.

Figure 2. Examples of green infrastructure (left to right): rain garden, pervious pavers, and bioretention basin.

Regional partners are also important to address water quality and open opportunities to be a part of
regional projects. The Town is working with the Mystic River Watershed Association to evaluate and site a
potential large-scale stormwater storage and wetland installation that includes the Town of Lexington and
City of Woburn. 19 In addition to improving water quality, the regional approach is expected to improve
open space, create paths and trails, protect habitat, and provide flood storage. At the time of this update,
the project was conducting public input sessions in each community on proposed improvements. In
Reading, improvements are suggested for the Maillet, Sommes, and Morgan Land (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Proposed conceptual stormwater treatment improvement in Reading as part of the Mystic Watershed
Association open space and wetland projects in Lexington, Reading, and Woburn.

19

See https://mysticriver.org/wetlands.
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Public Outreach and Education
While an integral part of the Town’s stormwater management program, it is worth emphasizing the
importance of educating the public on what they can do to improve water quality in and around their
homes. The Town has resources on its website20 and it should continue to find ways to promote these
materials, including piggy-backing on events and initiatives that talk about environmental stewardship,
landscaping and gardening projects, or home improvements. Topics of interest include:
•
•
•
•

2.

Limiting the use of fertilizer and pesticides on lawns and gardens
Using rain barrels to collect water for gardens
Promoting the use of native, drought resistant plants
Cleaning up pet waste, particularly in public parks and conservation areas

Habitat Protection and Wildlife Corridors

Protecting wildlife habitat and corridors is another continued priority and need for Reading. In a
developed suburb, protecting habitat is important not only for wildlife, but ensuring water quality (noted
above), mitigating the impacts of climate change (discussed below), and giving residents the opportunity
to experience the health and wellbeing benefits of being in nature, among many other environmental,
social, and economic benefits. In addition to protecting land from further development, management of
existing Town-owned conservation areas also supports habitat protection and building wildlife corridors.
Management plans, including invasive species management, are discussed under Management Use
Needs, Change of Use below.

Protecting Land
The most effective way of maintaining habitat as a healthy ecosystem is to protect undeveloped land in
perpetuity. However, this can be difficult with competing interests and development pressure. There are
two primary tools used in Reading to protect land in perpetuity:
•
•

Acquisition or acceptance of donations: Land can be purchased by or donated to the Town or a
qualified conservation organization like the Reading Open Land Trust.
Conservation restriction: A conservation restriction (CR) is a legal agreement that extinguishes
some or all of the development rights of the land forever, but may allow the property owner
other rights, such as farming, forestry, and recreation to continue, all while maintaining
ownership of the land. The CR can be applied to all or a portion of a property. The agreement can
be made with the Town or a qualified conservation organization or both, which becomes the
“holder” of the CR. Public access may be limited depending on the terms agreed upon in the CR.

Implementing these tools can occur through different strategies. The Town could partner with private
parties, work with private developers, purchase property, zone for open space conservation, or require
mandatory dedication of open space by developers. When asked in the Community Survey which listed
actions they favor the Town pursuing to preserve open space, a majority of respondents supported most
of these efforts (see Figure 4). More information was needed to understand if working with private
parties would be a viable option. This survey question also asked if respondents were in favor of adopting

20

See https://www.readingma.gov/public-works/storm-water-division/pages/stormwater-public-educationoutreach.
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the Community Preservation Act (CPA), which would create a funding source to purchase properties for
conservation. Of those who participated, 65% were in favor of adopting the CPA. More discussion of the
CPA is provided later in Management Needs, Potential Change of Use.

(399 responses)
Figure 4. To preserve open space, what actions taken by the Town do you favor?

In a similar question, the Community Survey asked what actions would be favored to preserve open space
(Figure 4). Just under half (48%) agreed or strongly agreed with paying more taxes for the Town to
purchase land for conservation. More than half (61%) agreed or strongly agreed that the purchase of
open space should be a standard part of the Town’s capital plan.
The Town has acquired land and CRs for conservation purposes. It is a priority to ensure that deeds have
been accurately executed, confirming that land transfers, CRs, and trail easements are complete and the
Town controls these lands.
As shown in Figure 5, there is interest in the Town continuing to identify properties of interest that have
conservation value, particularly those that not only protect habitat, but provide flood storage (discussed
above and below under Natural Hazards and Climate Change), build wildlife corridors (discussed next)
and make walking and hiking connections between resources (see Summary of Community Needs).
Developing criteria to help rank properties of interest will help the Town prioritize and spend funds
efficiently as they become available. The Town has noted that protecting wetlands is a priority and
acquiring land that buffers important systems should be included in developing criteria.
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(399 responded)
Figure 5. To preserve open space, what actions taken by the Town do you favor?

Wildlife Corridors
Wildlife typically does not recognize conservation area boundaries and will travel throughout Reading and
neighboring communities to find food and shelter as needed. Therefore, it is important to develop
corridors to ensure travel is safe for species that need to move around. Barriers are typically roadways
and dense development. Animals will travel along the banks of streams and through connected forested
areas and wetlands.
As shown in Map 9, the northern part of Reading provides wildlife corridors through existing parks and
conservation areas, from Water Department land to the west, then east and south to South Cedar
Swamp. Some gaps exist through the center of Town and some opportunities might arise through
acquisitions, conservation restrictions, or the development of small green infrastructure projects.
Discussed under Community Needs is the desire to develop trail networks between local parks and
conservation areas as well as adjacent resources in neighboring towns. Building these connections also
creates spaces for wildlife.

3.

Natural Hazards and Climate Change

Most respondents to the Community Survey, about 70% out of 416 who answered, either strongly agreed
or agreed that Reading should prepare for the impacts of climate change. This is a relevant topic for the
OSRP. The natural environment is our first line of defense in mitigating and adapting to the impacts of
natural hazards and climate change.
The Town has two primary plans that it uses to meet these challenges, the Reading Climate Adaptation
Report (2014) and the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program Workshop Summary (June
2020).
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Climate Adaptation Report
In this report, the Reading Climate Advisory Committee acknowledges that while reducing our
contribution to greenhouse gas emissions and other practices to mitigate global warming and climate
change, climate change is already upon us and we must also adapt. Global temperatures are increasing
on average and we are already experiencing more intense and more frequent storm events. The Climate
Adaptation Report includes strategies consistent with the goals of the OSRP from five of its focus areas:
Forest Management
•
•
•
•

Implement invasive species management
Bolster current public tree planting and maintenance program
Promote a tree planting donation program for residents
Maintain public forest areas

Wetland Maintenance
•
•
•
•

Monitor areas for flood control and mitigation
Reduce impervious surfaces and develop incentives for property owners to install pervious
features
Educate the public on fertilizer use and using native plants
Establish community gardens on town-owned land

Vector-borne Diseases
•
•

Implement services to control mosquitos
Education the public about vector-borne diseases and prevention practices

Air Quality
•
•
•

Reduce heat island effect with more green spaces and efficient building design
Promote walking, biking, transit use, and fuel-efficient vehicles
Use green infrastructure, particularly trees and vegetative cover, to reduce impervious
surfaces

Water Quality
•
•

Educate the public on ecologically sound landscaping practices and reducing the use of
chemical fertilizers
Implement stormwater management best practices

All of these strategies address needs for resource protection, but also community and management
needs discussed later, and support actions outlined in Section 9 Action Plan.

Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program
As part of the MVP Program, the Town held a community conversation about climate resiliency in May
and June 2020.21 A public workshop of key local stakeholders discussed which natural hazards or changes
21

https://www.readingma.gov/mvp.
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in climate Reading was most vulnerable to and what actions it should take to mitigate or adapt to the
impacts of these events. Of the four top hazards, the OSRP can support mitigation and adaptation for
two: changes in precipitation patterns that lead to flooding and drought and extreme temperatures.
The workshop highlighted the following environmental strengths and assets in Reading:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parks, multiple benefits including a buffer to flooding.
Preserved wetlands through enforcement of the Wetlands Bylaw.
Forest management pilot project.
Coordination between developers and the Town to improve stormwater management, flood
storage, and the treatment of runoff on-site.
Stormwater regulations updated to increase stormwater infiltration and encourage creative open
space.
Shade trees in recreational areas.

High priority recommendations from the workshop further support needs that were discussed for natural
resource protection. They touch on the use of green infrastructure to manage stormwater, piloting low
impact design techniques, stream stabilization and restoration, and increasing the tree canopy, among
others. There are also high priority strategies to improve local bylaws to incorporate climate resilience
standards and to consider climate projections where appropriate. More discussion is provided in
Management Needs, Potential Change of Use below.

B. Summary of Community Needs
Community needs for recreation and open space were identified through the public input process. From
those discussions, providing experiences and opportunities for specific groups in the community was
stressed because several groups can typically be left out of the conversation and ultimately their needs
are not met. These residents include lower income populations, people of color, people with disabilities,
youth, and older residents.

1.

Recreation Needs

Recreation facilities are incredibly important for a healthy and vibrant community. These facilities provide
opportunities for residents to be active and socialize with other residents. They are common ground
focused on inclusivity while fostering a culture of health and wellbeing in the communities they serve.
The existing recreation areas and facilities in Reading are visited by many residents. But there are several
areas that residents expressed that they did not know exist or did not have enough information about the
areas. Specially mentioned, many residents were either not aware of or never visited Longwood Field
(89%) and Symonds Way Field (74%). More information from the Town to residents about existing
recreation areas and facilities through updates via websites, social media, etc. could help boost area
usage.
Reading residents voiced the desire for new or expanded recreational amenities, facilities, and
programming. When asked in the Community Survey about amenities that are needed at Reading’s
recreation areas and facilities, many residents agreed that more amenities are needed (see Figure 6).
Amenities like pavilions for shade, picnic tables/areas, and benches/seating were seen as most needed for
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many of Reading’s recreation areas and facilities but specifically at Tot Lot on Bancroft Avenue, Symonds
Way Field, Memorial Park, Hunt Park, and Birch Meadow Fields. Many residents also said that more
parking is needed at the Senior Center (47%) and Longwood Field (40%).

(326 responded)
Figure 6. What amenities are needed at Reading’s recreation areas and facilities?

As shown in Figure 7, desirable opportunities include walking and hiking trails and biking amenities (see
more discussion below), an outdoor pool or splash park, and a dog park. In the Community Survey, most
respondents identifying items not already listed noted that pickleball courts, lighted or not, are in high
demand. Other popular responses not listed were a street/roller hockey rink, outdoor exercise areas for
all ages, and volleyball (sand and grass). Open areas without programming or facilities were also
suggested.
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(409 responded)
Figure 7. Of the following activities, which 5 do you feel are most needed in Reading?

The Town completed upgrades to the Birch Meadow Playground with the addition of a climbing rock wall
in 2014 and renovated the playground at Hunt Park in 2017. The Town recently went through the process
of creating the Birch Meadows Master Plan to identify strengths, challenges, and key focus areas for
improving the Birch Meadow Complex.22 Key focus areas from the plan with the most community support
include: more fields with lighting, more passive recreation opportunities, restrooms/concessions
buildings, and more turf.

2.

Conservation and Open Space Needs

Studies show there are numerous physical and mental health benefits from being in nature. Walking and
biking trails is great exercise, but being outdoors can also reduce stress, anxiety, and depression. 23
One key finding of the public outreach showed many residents were not aware of many of the Towns
conservation areas (Figure 8). More than half of respondents to the Community Survey noted that they
were not aware of AJ Schneider Woods (69%), Longwood Conservation Area (67%), Sledge Woods (66%),

22

Birch Meadows Master Plan (2021). https://www.readingma.gov/public-services/recreation-division/news/birchmeadow-master-plan
23
Harvard Health Publishing, July 2018, updated March 31, 2021. https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-andmood/sour-mood-getting-you-down-get-back-to-nature.
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Biller Conservation Area - Lobs Pound Mill site and Marion Woods (61%), Pinevale Conservation Area
(58%), and Maillet Conservation Area (55%).

(420 responded)
Figure 8. How often do members of your household visit Reading’s conservation areas?

Those that did visit Reading’s conservation areas voiced the need for more amenities. Trail markings were
a priority but also other types of signs. To increase information sharing in the Town’s conservation areas,
adding information on signs or kiosks with QR codes could allow more access to trail maps, town history,
etc. Signs can also provide information about allowable uses at a site. For example, mountain biking is not
allowed in the Town Forest and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) are illegal on Town land. Both have become a
recurring problem. ATVs cause wetland and habitat destruction, noise pollution, and are a safety concern
for passive users of open space. Increasing awareness of where users of mountain bikes and ATVs can
safely ride would be beneficial for all residents in Reading.
Also mentioned during the Public Workshop is the need for increasing programming and events in
Reading’s conservation areas. Programming and events can bring individuals and families into these areas
to show them that they exist and help showcase how important these spaces are. Increased opportunities
for people to volunteer to help with trail maintenance and clean up would also be beneficial in allowing
for a larger community appreciation for the conservation areas.

3.

Walking and Bicycle Amenities and Connections

Developing and improving walking and bicycle amenities Town-wide continues to be a priority for Reading
and there is strong support from residents. In the Community Survey, 55% of respondents felt that trail
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expansion was the top priority for Town investment in open space and recreational resources. More than
half (61%) noted that additional or improved sidewalks leading to the Town’s recreation and conservation
areas would make sites easier to access (Figure 9). Most respondents suggested more ways to bike and
walk to these areas are needed, specifically improving safety on local roadways for bicyclists with bike
lanes and signage as well as crosswalks and sidewalk connections for pedestrians.

(345 responded)
Figure 9. How can we make it easier to get to Reading's recreation and conservation areas?

The Town has been working on improving walking and bicycle safety. As cited earlier, the 2014 Bicycle
Network and Pedestrian Priority Plan prioritized pedestrian and bicycle recommendations to address
safety issues, and local schools and the commuter rail station were appropriately highlighted. In 2017, the
Town completed a prioritization of pedestrian improvement projects as part of the MassDOT Complete
Streets Program. Completing the prioritization makes the Town eligible for construction funding through
the program. It also gives the Town a list of projects to move forward.
Many residents are also looking for walking and biking connections between conservation and recreation
areas. These connections can be trails linking adjacent resources, but the Town also wants to be more
comprehensive and look for ways to connect nearby parks and open spaces that incorporate sidewalks or
consider biking on local roadways to make these links. This type of network can have multiple benefits. It
not only increases access to these resources but opens the opportunity to expand walking and biking
between residential areas and to other destinations like schools, local shopping, or areas of employment.
Providing these opportunities promotes more active lifestyles and healthy living for Reading residents.
Networks can also link to regional networks like the Ipswich River Greenway. The Town should consider
diverse options to creating its bicycle network, including dedicated bike lanes, but when that cannot be
done, adding signage and roadway markings to alert drivers to “share the road” with bicyclists. Examples
are shown in Figure 10.
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Photo credit: Dan Burden

Photo credit: Margaret Gibbs

Figure 10. Examples of bike lanes and “share the road” markings and signage to improve bicycle safety.

Many challenges exist relative to bicycle and pedestrian safety. Route 28 is a busy four-lane road that
bisects the Town north to south. It is difficult for pedestrians to cross (missing crosswalks or unlit/poorly
lit areas) and not safe for bicyclists. It is also owned and managed by MassDOT. If safe connections across
Route 28 can be made, this will help link the Town’s resources primarily to the north, but generally town
wide. The Town will continue to work with the state to find ways to improve safety for pedestrians and
bicyclists along and across this roadway.
Acquiring property to create linkages is also a challenge because of limited funding and opportunities. The
Town should work with local property owners to determine if dedicated easements can be an option.
Two recent examples of this are trail easements to existing open space off the ends of Lenetta Lane and
Veterans Way.
A mapping exercise should be the first step in planning for a pedestrian and bicycle network. Many of the
pieces already exist with work done for the 2014 Bicycle Network and Pedestrian Priority Plan and the
2017 Complete Streets Prioritization Plan. The exercise starts with mapping residential areas and
destinations, including regional networks that are at or near the town boundary. Showing existing trails,
sidewalks, and bicycle lanes and roadway markings overlayed with planned improvements can highlight
where gaps still exist. Priorities should be in areas of the community that lack access to recreation and
conservation areas, particularly those more than a quarter mile from these resources (see Environmental
Justice and Equity discussion below).

4.

Targeted Populations

To ensure that resources and programs are accessible to all residents, it is important to identify key areas
of need for specific populations like youth, seniors, and people with disabilities.

Youth
Participation in programs outside school, such as those offered by the Recreation Department, have
shown many positive impacts on youth (individuals between the ages of 12 and 19 years), not only
enriching themselves, but their families and the communities in which they live.24 Through the
Community Survey, most were very satisfied or satisfied with the variety and quality of recreation spaces
24

The Rationale for Recreation Services for Youth: An Evidenced Based Approach. 2010. Peter A. Witt and Linda L.
Caldwell. Available through the National Recreation and Park Association,
https://www.nrpa.org/globalassets/research/witt-caldwell-full-research-paper.pdf.
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and programs offered for youth ages 13 to 18. Most respondents were also either very satisfied or
satisfied with the variety and quality of recreation spaces and programs offered by the Town for those
under five years and those six to 12 years. The Town will continue to support and host these youth
programs, as well add additional programs and services.

Seniors
For Reading’s senior residents, programming offered by the Recreation Department or Conservation
Division can have immense benefits in decreasing isolation and improving healthy outcomes. Nearly half
of respondents to the Community Survey were neutral to quality of spaces and programming offered by
the Town for people 65 years and older (45%); 12% were very satisfied; and 22% were satisfied. During
the Public Workshop, some respondents expressed the need for more outdoor areas, recreation spaces,
and activities at the Town’s Senior Center.

People with Disabilities
Identifying and removing barriers at Reading’s recreation and conservation areas are an integral part of
this OSRP. Of the respondents to the Community Survey, 1% indicated their disability and/or lack of
accessibility limit their usage of programs and recreation facilities in Town. Appendix D is the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) Self Evaluation conducted as part of the OSRP update. The evaluation is a tool
to determine how accessible the Town’s open space and recreation resources are to persons with
disabilities by identifying issues or barriers and prioritizing improvements. The Transition Plan prioritizes
structural improvements at properties owned and managed by the Conservation Commission and
Recreation Department and it is integrated into the Action Plan (Section 9). It is important for the Town to
spread awareness and information to residents about accessible areas in Reading’s recreation and
conservation spaces, like telling residents what accessible amenities are available.
A good example of providing accessible trails is Mass Audubon’s All Persons Trails effort. Mass Audubon
defines “All Person Trails” as “trails [that are] designed and constructed first to physically meet or exceed
ADA compliance, and then incorporate universally designed interpretive features including educational
stops, wildlife viewing boardwalks and platforms, picnic and play areas, and navigation resources
including audio directions, guide ropes, curbing, and handrails.”25

Environmental Justice and Equity
Reading has one EJ community as defined by the Commonwealth. Increasing the EJ community’s access
to environmental assets is a priority for the Town, and opportunities exist to prioritize this area for
targeted engagement and investment. Potential barriers for individuals and families being able to access
Reading’s recreation and conservation spaces can be the location of resources in proximity to where they
live. The Town commits to ensuring that all residents are within a 10-minute walk or quarter mile from a
well-maintained park or open space area. When asked in the Community Survey, “How close is the
nearest Reading recreation and conservation area to your home?” (Figure 11), over 60% responded they
live within a quarter mile. This is promising but shows there is some work to be done. The Town should
look for opportunities to add smaller parks or open spaces in denser residential areas that are further
from parks and open spaces (Map 11). If land is not available, building safe links to walk or bike to these

25

Audubon, Mass. n.d. Accessible All Persons Trails. https://www.massaudubon.org/get-outdoors/our-wildlifesanctuaries/trails/accessible-trails
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areas is another option. This assessment can build off elements of the Walking and Bicycle Amenities and
Connections discussed earlier.

(410 responses)
Figure 11. How close is the nearest Reading recreation and conservation area to your home?

Equitable access of resources also means making sure that all recreation structures and facilities are
equally upkept and maintained, adding more open space in areas that currently do not have many
opportunities, and making the existing open spaces more accessible. If accessing a space or activity has
costs associated with it, consider reducing costs for certain income brackets or groups. In the Community
Survey, about 4% of residents expressed that activities are too expensive and prevents them from using
Reading’s conservation and recreation areas.
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PLACEHOLDER
Map 11. High Density Housing and Its Proximity to Open Space and Recreational Resources
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5.

Impacts of COVID-19

Demand for active and passive recreational opportunities increased during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
was especially true when the stay-at-home order from March 2020 through early 2021. Reading residents
and their children were at home, often with time on their hands. Use of recreation and conservation
lands had to adjust to operate safely and within health guidelines.
Trail use was heavy. Residents discovered and rediscovered the Town Forest as well as open spaces closer
to home. The Aberjona River Headwaters Trail, funded by a MassTrails grant, was only partially built in
the Spring of 2020. Because of the new heavy use of the trail, the Trails Committee built temporary
structures so that it could be used safely. Its location in the center of Town opened up a new trail
network to many residents within walking distance.
The demand for places to walk required trail work to resume in June 2020, primarily by Trails Committee
members. Organization of this work was mindful of health and safety measures, and members worked on
defined tasks and well-spaced apart. Unlike past projects, there was no call for community volunteers. It
was deemed unsafe and so capacity-building was put on hold. The Trails Committee anticipates that
demand for trails will stay strong into the future. Residents are unlikely to forget about their new favorite
spots. Anecdotally, dog ownership increased during the pandemic and all those new dog owners are now
out walking too.
Other outdoor recreation facilities also saw an increase in usage. When the Town was able to open parks
and other facilities to the public, there were more families using playgrounds and courts than ever
before. The Recreation Division had to enforce the guidelines to manage overcrowding.
The Recreation Division programming structure also had to completely change, and programs were
offered virtually. When limited public gatherings were permitted, the Division still did not have access to
indoor facilities through the Reading Public Schools. As a result, it ran smaller outdoor programs. All
vendors and youth sports organizations worked with the Division and the Board of Health to provide
COVID-19 plans. Spot checks were facilitated by staff to ensure guidelines were being followed. Although
the year was a challenge for all with navigating the pandemic, the goal for the Division was to continue to
create positive and active outlets for families by providing a combination of safe, fun, and educational
programs.
The pandemic emphasized the importance of being outdoors, whether on a trail or at a playground, to
personal and physical wellbeing. Throughout the OSRP update process, restrictions slowly relaxed and
eventually were completed lifted. However, the usage of these facilities has not waned. The Town hopes
that moving forward, it can prioritize improving outdoor facilities and trails to accommodate the growing
need for these recreational opportunities for the community.

C. Management Needs, Potential Change of Use
This section focuses on the Town’s ability to meet natural resource protection and community needs
described above, as well as overall open space and recreational goals and objectives (Section 8). Analysis
looked at the capacity of available financial, technical, and human resources. In Reading, primary needs
focused on management and upkeep of existing recreation and conservation areas, fulfilling new
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opportunities for residents, better communication and outreach with the public, and regulatory and
policy updates.

1.

Management and Upkeep of Existing Areas

One of the key needs of the Town is to maintain existing conservation land and recreational facilities.
Much of the public input prioritized investing in resources the Town already owns. This involves long-term
planning with management or master plans for specific sites and having a strategic schedule and budget
for maintenance and upkeep.

Management and Master Plans
Management plans for conservation areas document strategies to manage natural resources and the
public use of sites. They detail the condition of an area’s natural features and become an important tool
to plan for improving and enhancing environmental conditions. They also help manage existing uses,
including conflicting uses, and plan for future opportunities and amenities to enhance a visitor’s
experience. Plans also outline maintenance strategies and other site-specific needs.
Current management plans for Town conservation land exist for Sledge Woods and Marion Woods. In
addition to the Forest Management Plan from 2010, the Town Forest also has a stewardship plan and
master plan (2013). Others should be developed for the remaining town properties, and the Town should
prioritize which and when they are developed based on critical need and condition and usage of sites.
Considered part of overall land management,
invasive species management is also a priority of
the Town on conservation lands. Eradicating these
species improves the health of the natural
environment and restores habitat. Management
requires long-term solutions and a significant
investment of funds and staff, which many local
communities lack. Because of these limitations,
the Massachusetts Invasive Plant Advisory Group
(MIPAG) encourages the identification of priority
species, populations, and control methods, and to
target areas with the greatest ecological
significance.26 The Massachusetts NHESP identifies
priority ecological resources to be protected from
the impacts of invasive species (see Map 8).

Invasive exotic plants are those that have been
purposefully or unintentionally introduced into an
area where they are not native. There are
approximately 900 introduced plant species in
Massachusetts. Most are benign and enjoyed as
landscape and garden plants. Others however,
spread rapidly, become difficult to control or
eradicate, and degrade our natural plant
communities by outcompeting native species for
resources. In fact, invasive exotics have been
implicated in contributing to the decline of 42% of
those species listed as threatened or endangered by
the US Fish and Wildlife Service.
- MassWildlife
https://www.mass.gov/service-details/invasive-plantmanagement-for-habitat-restoration

Several recreational areas also have master plans to help plan for future improvements that will meet
community needs and enhance a user’s experience. The most recent developed is for the Birch Meadow
Complex, mentioned earlier, in 2021. Others include:
•

Facilities at Killam Elementary School (2010)

26

Massachusetts Invasive Plant Advisory Group. “Strategic Recommendations for Managing Invasive Plants in
Massachusetts” (2005) https://www.mass.gov/doc/strategic-recommendations-for-managing-invasive-plants-inmassachusetts/download
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barrows (2011)
Joshua Eaton (2011)
Washington Park (2011)
Sturges Park (2012)
Memorial Park (2013)
Birch Meadow Playground (2014)
Hunt Park (2017)

These plans should be revisited to see if they align with community needs and determine if there are
opportunities to update. Establishing working groups and continued public engagement will be key.

Maintenance – Conservation Areas
For conservation areas, respondents to the Community Survey, while acknowledging many were
unfamiliar with existing areas (Figure 8), Figure 12 shows more than half (68%) found Town Forest in good
or excellent condition and nearly half (48%) classified Mattera Conservation Area the same way. About
13% felt the Thelin Bird Sanctuary was in poor condition.

(374 responded)
Figure 12. How would you rank the upkeep and maintenance of Reading’s conservation areas?
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The Town does not have dedicated staff to perform routine maintenance in conservation areas. Typically,
maintenance is done on a project-by-project basis. There is a reliance on local groups and volunteers to
maintain and mark trails, build and repair trail structures, and other activities. Many, including the Trails
Committee, have dedicated a tremendous amount of time. It does not go unnoticed, and during the
public workshop, many acknowledged the work the committee does on a regular basis. If the Town must
continue to depend on volunteers for ongoing maintenance, it will need to actively recruit new members
to its committees to reduce burnout. New members will have to be educated with the wealth of
knowledge of the existing committee members. This would require a dedicated staff person to coordinate
volunteers and promote opportunities available. A mentoring program can help attract and retain new
volunteers.
There may be opportunities with local businesses like REI, Inc. or organizations like the YMCA might also
like to partner with the Town by sponsoring events or organizing volunteers. Targeting those that use
local areas frequently can help build their support and investment.
Financially, the Town continuously seeks opportunities and applies for grant funding at the state and
federal level, but these programs are competitive. For the long-term, it would be a great asset to have a
dedicated annual funding source for ongoing maintenance and upkeep of its conservation areas, as well
as resources to develop needed management plans. The Conservation Commission should develop
maintenance and upkeep priorities and work with the Finance Committee for a regular line item in the
Town’s annual budget.

Maintenance – Recreation Areas
Overall, many residents are pleased with the upkeep and maintenance of Reading’s recreation areas and
facilities (Figure 13), with most places scoring either good or satisfactory. The upkeep and maintenance of
recreational facilities are performed by two different departments. The Parks and Forestry Division under
the Department of Public Works maintains the Town’s athletic fields, parks, and memorials. The
Recreation Department is responsible for playgrounds and associated equipment. This requires continued
coordination between departments. Finding efficiencies in meeting needs and using resources is always
an objective.
Neighborhood groups and adult and youth sport leagues also contribute to the upkeep of fields and
facilities. It is important to acknowledge their efforts and find ways to ensure their sustained support.
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(364 responded)
Figure 13. How would you rank the upkeep and maintenance of Reading’s recreation areas and facilities?

2.

New Opportunities

Properties of Interest
There are privately owned properties that provide valuable recreation and open space benefits and
opportunities for Reading residents. As highlighted in the NSPC Priority Mapping Project, these include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reading Rifle and Revolver Club, 54.4 acres
Meadowbrook Golf Club, 147.9 acres (Chapter 61B, Recreation)
Lester Land, 10 acres (Chapter 61, Forestry)
Camp Rice Moody, Girl Scout Camp, 8.0 acres
National Guard - Camp Curtis Guild, 115.8 acres

Properties enrolled in the Chapter 61 program have limited protection (See Section 5 Inventory of Lands
of Conservation and Recreation Interest). The Town has right of first refusal should the owner opt out of
participating in the program. The Town should consider which would be a priority for permanent
protection and the best strategy that could be implemented to achieve to acquire and/or protect these
properties.

Existing Town Properties
There are opportunities to create new open space and recreational opportunities on existing Town
properties. Since late 2006, Reading receives 100% of its drinking water supply from MWRA, which means
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it no longer uses its local wells and water treatment facility. The former water treatment plant
property, controlled by the Water Department, is located next to the Town Forest and has the potential
to enhance passive and active recreational opportunities. It is anticipated that the wells will be closed by
2026, and design of a new public open space and recreational resource can begin. A master plan with
public engagement is a critical first step in
understanding how residents see the
future of this property, which might
encompass multiple uses, including
habitat restoration, community gardens,
playing fields, and a dog park.
Other town properties may be
opportunities to develop smaller public
spaces, or pocket parks, in denser
neighborhoods that have minimal open
space or recreation areas. These spaces
provide seating, shade, and green space
An example of a pocket park. Photo credit: Dan Burden
in areas with little green space. They may
also allow an opportunity to integrate green infrastructure as a way to manage stormwater (see Quality
of Water Resources earlier under Resource Protection Needs). Determining the uses and amenities of
these spaces should be done with extensive input from the neighborhood where they would be located.
Long term maintenance and management should be part of these discussions.

Community Preservation Act
Respondents to the Community Survey and participants in the public workshop were generally in support
of purchasing open space as a way to protect it. Nearly 70% of respondents to the Community Survey
were in favor of the Town taking this action (Figure 14). Nearly half strongly agreed or agreed to paying
more taxes to purchase conservation land, about 48%, and 61% strongly agreed or agreed that
purchasing open space should be a standard part of the Town’s capital plan (Figure 15).
The Massachusetts Community Preservation Act (CPA) is a tool used by communities to conduct a
referendum to add a small surcharge on local property taxes of no more than 3% to create a local
Community Preservation Fund. When combined with matching funds from the statewide Community
Preservation Trust Fund, this dedicated fund is used to build and rehabilitate parks, playgrounds, and
recreational fields, protect open space, support local affordable housing development, and preserve
historic buildings and resources. Nearly 190 Massachusetts communities have adopted CPA.27 Those in
eastern Massachusetts and their respective percentage surcharge are shown in Map 12. The CPA can
offer Reading a reliable funding source to acquire properties with important habitat or build needed
recreational facilities in neighborhoods that lack these resources. When asked in the Community Survey,
66% supported the adoption of CPA (also see Figure 14). One quarter felt they needed more information
to determine if they supported this effort. It will be important that the Town ensure all residents
understand the purpose and objectives of CPA and the benefits it can bring to the community.

27

https://www.communitypreservation.org/map.
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(416 responded)
Figure 14. Community Survey responses and level of support for adopting the Community Preservation Act.

(416 responded)
Figure 15. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral,
Disagree, or Strongly disagree.
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PLACEHOLDER
Map 12. Eastern Massachusetts Communities that have adopted CPA
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3.

Communication and Outreach with the Public

The results of the Community Survey and the public workshop all indicated that the Town needs to
improve its outreach to the public on available recreational and open space opportunities. The Town has
existing tools and resources, such as its trail map library28 and online interactive trail map,29 but residents
are not using them. Half of respondents to the Community Survey were unaware of the online trail map.
The public also asked for more information on uses that are and are not allowed at conservation areas.
This will be helpful in reducing user conflicts. There were also several respondents to the Community
Survey that suggested providing information about accessible amenities available at different recreation
and/or conservation areas for people with disabilities.
The Town might want to consider new technology, including the use of apps for trail users or an online
searchable database organized by recreational interests. Social media is another way to reach new and
existing users. Keeping posts regular and interesting is always a challenge, but consistency will maintain
interest in what is happening and attract visitors and users.

4.

Regulatory and Policy Needs

The Town’s regulatory framework and policy documents like the OSRP help guide local decision makers in
the protection and enhancement of the natural environment, conservation areas, or recreational
opportunities. There are some updates that can be made to help address environmental challenges and
natural resource protection needs.

Connecting Open Space and Recreation to New Development
The Town promotes and encourages open space and recreational opportunities in new development and
redevelopment projects, particularly through its overlay districts that highlight open space and
recreational amenities. These include the Planned Residential Development Overlay District, which sets
aside land dedicated as open space, and the Gateway Smart Growth District, which can incorporate
recreational accessory uses as part of a multi-family development. If these types of opportunities are not
available, making walking or biking connections to adjacent or nearby resources, or building a missing link
in these types of connections, should be a priority. The Town should continue to evaluate the
effectiveness of these developments in achieving desired outcomes and make regulatory adjustments as
needed.

Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure
Reading also wants to encourage the use of green infrastructure to manage stormwater and more
globally the use of low-impact development (LID) strategies. Nature-based solutions and green
infrastructure, like rain gardens and bioswales, are considered LID strategies, but also are approaches
that reduce a development’s overall footprint on the environment. Examples include maintaining as much
of a site’s existing native plants and vegetation as possible, using native drought resistant plants in
landscape design, and minimizing impervious materials for roadways and walkways by using alternative
materials or sharing driveway access. Regulatory documents that can be updated to reach this goal
include:

28
29

https://www.readingma.gov/TrailMapLibrary.
https://readingma.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapTour/index.html?appid=44b0962d21f54d40a9639c522d5fb365.
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•
•
•
•

Zoning Bylaw.
Stormwater bylaw.
Stormwater regulations.
Subdivision regulations, specifically street design, landscaping, and stormwater collection
requirements.

The Town can also implement LID strategies and building green infrastructure on municipal properties.
For example, opportunities to plant trees or revegetate barren Town properties can help reduce runoff
from these sites and the urban heat island effect. The Town should also consider reactivation and
expansion of the Town’s tree planting program. This will also the prioritization of new trees planted at
Town parks and school, and along local streets.

Integrating Climate Change
Many priority actions from the 2020 MVP workshop summary report recommend updating local policies
and regulations to increase climate resiliency, particularly for new development and redevelopment
projects. These also include using LID strategies and green infrastructure, as well as updating regulations
to consider climate change projections.

D. Regional and Statewide Needs Impacting Reading
1.

MAPC’s MetroFuture 2050

Reading’s OSRP hopes to build on and contribute to the success of MAPC’s MetroCommon 2050.
MetroCommon 2050 is the Greater Boston Region’s 30-year plan to better the lives of the people who live
and work in Metropolitan Boston between now and 2050. It includes 10 specific goals for the year 2050,
as well as objectives and indicators that will be used to measure progress toward achieving those goals.30
Reading’s OSRP goals and objectives as well as the action plan are consistent with MetroCommon 2050’s
goals:
Getting Around the Region: Traveling around Metro Boston is safe, affordable, convenient, and enjoyable.
2. The transportation system is designed and operated to ensure access to opportunity for
everyone, with a particular emphasis on neighborhoods historically underserved by high quality
transit.
4. Bicycle, pedestrian, and other personal mobility infrastructure is safe, extensive, high quality, and
linked to other modes, so that people frequently use active transportation as a preferred mode of
travel.
Reading’s OSRP strongly supports and continues to build on local efforts to create a bicycle and
pedestrian network. The Town is dedicated to identifying gaps to establish safe connections between
residential areas, parks, conservation areas, schools, and other destinations.

30

https://mapc.gitbook.io/metrocommon-2050-goals/
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Homes for Everyone: All residents of Metro Boston have places to live that meet their needs, and that they
can afford.
3. New housing is built primarily in walkable neighborhoods that have easy access to the goods,
services, public transportation, and amenities needed in daily life; enough new housing units are
built in all communities to help moderate prices and meet the needs of our growing economy
and population.
Reading’s OSRP strongly supports residential development in places that enable safe, active, and healthy
lifestyles and provide access to well-maintained parks, play areas, and other public spaces for its
residents, regardless of age and ability.
A Climate Resilient Region: Metro Boston is prepared for—and resilient to—the impacts of climate change.
1. Residents and works, especially those most vulnerable to climate impacts, live and work in
neighborhoods designed to minimize climate-related health effects such as asthma, heat-related
illness, and other diseases.
4. New homes, institutions, businesses, and hazardous facilities are built away from ecologically
sensitive areas or areas vulnerable to climate impacts, or they are built in such a way as to
withstand those impacts. Existing homes, institutions, businesses, and hazardous facilities in the
most vulnerable locations are relocated or modified to absorb impacts.
6. Green infrastructure beautifies neighborhoods. It is included in all developments, providing
multiple co-benefits, such as stormwater filtration, shade, cleaner air, carbon storage, and
cooling.
Reading’s OSRP recognizes climate change as an issue and champions protecting, enhancing, and
improving access to natural environmental and recreational resources to increase resiliency to the
impacts of climate change and natural disasters.
Dynamic and Representative Governments: Local governments and regional agencies have the capacity
and resources to deliver the services and supports our residents deserve, and to maintain and invest in our
built and natural environments.
3. Historically underrepresented populations work, volunteer, vote, serve in leadership positions,
and are empowered in public decision-making.
Through the OSRP update process, the Town continues to learn and adapt to better communicate with
residents. The Town is committed to thoughtful engagement that is inclusionary and welcoming to all its
residents.
A Healthy Environment: Greater Boston’s air, water, land, and other natural resources are clean and
protected—for us and for the rest of the ecosystem.
1. Water is clean and sustainably managed. Waterways exceed Clean Water Act standards and meet
the appropriate needs of residents, industry, forests, farms, and wildlife.
2. A robust network of protected open space, waterways, farms, parks, and greenways provide
wildlife habitat, ecological benefits, recreational opportunities, and scenic beauty.
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3. Farms, fisheries, community gardens, and natural landscapes are prevalent, and able to adapt
and thrive in the face of the changing climate. They offer residents access to fresh, affordable,
healthy, and local food.
4. Populations who experienced historic environmental injustices enjoy air, energy, and water as
clean as any other residents enjoy.
6. Few contaminated sites exist. Former contaminated sites have been redeveloped to create jobs
or homes, or restored to support green infrastructure and habitat, and to mitigate climate
impacts.
The major purpose of Reading’s OSRP is to maintain and enhance the environmental, economic, and
social benefits of the Town’s natural environment and recreational resources.
Healthy and Safe Neighborhoods: We are safe, healthy, and connected to one another.
7. State and local governments have the resources to maintain their parks, public squares,
sidewalks, and open spaces.
The Town is committed to building local capacity to support the planning, protection, management, and
sustainable use of open space and recreational resources, including through advocating for sustainable
municipal funding sources and pursuing grant funding opportunities.
Thriving Arts, Culture, and Heritage: Greater Boston is full of unique places and experiences that bring joy
and foster diversity and social cohesion.
1. People of all ages and backgrounds are able to participate in arts, cultural, and social activities,
building community and social cohesion.
2. Public art and programming contribute to our understanding of our region’s people, places, and
history.
4. Historic buildings, properties, and landscapes are adapted to meet contemporary challenges,
including climate, housing, accessibility, and recreational needs.
6. Urban design, public art, and new development contribute to a human-centered, safe, and
delightful public realm.
Reading’s OSRP highlights opportunities to build public art and cultural experiences into its parks and
public spaces.

2.

Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)

The 2017 Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) was developed by
the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA). The SCORP is a planning
document that assessed the availability of recreational resources and the needs of residents throughout
the Commonwealth as a way to identify gaps. It is also one method of how states meet multiple goals of
the National Park Service and remain eligible for funding from the National Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LWCF). In Massachusetts, EEA administers LWCF grants to Commonwealth communities with
approved Open Space and Recreation Plans. Grants can be used for activities that address recreation and
open space needs, including land acquisition for conservation or recreation purposes or park renovation.
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The development of the latest SCORP involved an extensive public outreach process, including regional
public meetings and surveys. Surveys targeted specific groups: recreation users, municipal employees,
land trusts, and middle and high school students. Through the public participation process, four outdoor
recreation goals were developed for the 2017 SCORP. The goals are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access for Underserved Populations
Support the Statewide Trails Initiative
Increase the Availability of Water-based Recreation
Support the Creation and Renovation of Neighborhood Parks

The following provides an overview of the SCORP findings.

Recreation Users and Youth
Through the surveys, most recreation users said outdoor recreation was very important to them for
physical fitness, mental well-being, and being close to nature. When asked why they visited a specific
outdoor recreation facility, most responded that it was closest to their home. About three-quarters of
survey respondents had a park or conservation area within walking or biking distance to their homes, but
more than half drove. Lack of time was the number one reason why respondents did not visit outdoor
recreation sites more frequently. Most respondents to the survey felt that programming at a facility was
somewhat or very important, particularly for seniors, young children (4 to 12 years old), and teens. The
most popular recreational activities respondents engaged in over the past 12 months were water-based
recreation (boating, swimming, etc.) and trail-based recreation (hiking, biking, cross-country skiing, etc.).
Desired amenities or activities were more trails, inclusive playgrounds for all young children with all
abilities, and more water-based recreation.
The most popular activities for middle and high school-aged youth were team activities like soccer,
lacrosse, and football. Teens favored swimming, hiking, running/jogging, walking, and road biking. Youth
and teens frequented outdoor recreation facilities closest to where they lived, and popular reasons why
they visited these sites were for fun and enjoyment, spending time with friends and family, and to be
outside. Lack of time, weather, and use of the Internet were primary reasons why younger respondents
did not visit facilities or participate in recreational programming. Desired amenities were more
recreational sites close to home, more equipment at sites, and providing spaces that are “just for kids my
age.”
In Reading, many residents also expressed the need for more youth programming in the community
survey and public workshop.

Municipal Employees
Municipal land and conservation staff were asked about the types and quality of resources available to
their residents. Out of 351 communities, 58 municipalities (17%) responded to a survey. Most responses
(about one third) came from local conservation commissions followed by parks and recreation
departments. More than half (69%) of respondents had part- or full-time recreation staff and 82% had
part- or full-time conservation staff. The SCORP noted that this demonstrates that communities are able
to provide many types of outdoor recreation facilities for their residents. Important factors to consider
when determining a community’s staffing and financial capacity to provide quality resources and
programming are the number of sites a community has, the types of amenities offered at each site,
regular maintenance required, and the size of the sites, among other attributes.
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About half of the respondents offered more than nine programs annually. Those providing fewer
activities focused on those that connected children to the outdoors. Only 16% responded that they
offered more than four activities per year for people with disabilities.
Highest priorities for funding in the next year were for playgrounds, ball fields, community or regional trail
systems, and improving pedestrian access to parks such as sidewalks and safe road crossings. This is
consistent with responses from recreational users and youth groups.
In Reading, improving walking and biking amenities and providing safe and accessible networks is also a
priority. Challenges present themselves with narrow or state-owned rights of way as well as roadways
with heavy traffic congestion. Specific studies, such as the Reading Bicycle Network and Pedestrian
Priority Plan from 2014, help the Town reach its objectives.
Maintenance and upkeep of conservation areas and recreation facilities is also a priority. Commitment by
the Town to a dedicated budget item to maintain trails and provide needed amenities is part of the action
plan.

Land Trusts
About one-third of land trusts in the Commonwealth responded to the SCORP survey. Most cited
connecting the public with nature as the most important issue for their organization, followed by
connecting with local neighborhoods and schools. Popular activities on land trust properties were
walking/jogging/hiking, dog walking, and nature study. The top three issues facing land trusts are trail
work, conservation restriction stewardship, and acquiring new land. Invasive species are the greatest
physical issue faced by land trusts. As to social issues, littering and dumping are encountered most
frequently.
The Reading Open Land Trust is an important partner with the Town in not only maintaining areas where
people can enjoy nature, but also help promote these resources to residents. By encouraging residents to
visit these areas and see their value to the community, they gain support for efforts to maintain and
enhance these resources for current and future generations. ROLT has been involved with guided hikes in
local conservation areas and the development of maps and site brochures.
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SECTION 8. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Based on the analysis of needs and Reading’s overall vision for open space and recreation, the following
goals and objectives help plan for these resources that will allow the community to experience the
environmental, social, and economic benefits they offer.
Goal 1. Build local capacity to financially support the planning, protection, management, and sustainable
use of open space and recreational resources in Reading.
Objective 1.A. Promote the establishment of a sustainable, municipal funding source for ongoing
management and maintenance of existing conservation areas and recreational facilities.
Objective 1.B. Use local partners to financially support open space protection and develop
recreational opportunities.
Objective 1.C. Pursue the Community Preservation Act to provide a regular funding source for
future open space and recreation development.
Goal 2. Maintain and enhance existing open space for passive recreation so they can be enjoyed by all
users.
Objective 2.A. Perform long-range planning and management of Town conservation areas.
Objective 2.B. Improve knowledge of and experiences at conservation areas.
Objective 2.C. Build capacity to manage and promote volunteerism at conservation areas.
Goal 3. Maintain and enhance existing recreation facilities and programs so they can be enjoyed by all
users.
Objective 3.A. Perform long-range planning and management of Town parks and facilities.
Objective 3.B. Provide accessible recreational areas and facilities for all users.
Objective 3.D. Create new recreational opportunities and enhance existing facilities, parks, and
public open spaces to encourage community gatherings.
Goal 4. Create a network of accessible open space and recreational resources.
Objective 4.A. Develop a long-range strategy to create a local and regional walking and biking
network through and to open space and recreational resources.
Objective 4.B. Improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and amenities on local roadways to
create safe places to walk and bike.
Objective 4.C. Ensure the equitable distribution of accessible conservation areas and recreational
opportunities in all parts of Town.
Goal 5. Protect and enhance natural resources to protect wildlife habitat and water quality and adapt to
the impacts of natural hazards and climate change.
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Objective 5.A. Use local land development policies and regulations to minimize impacts to natural
resources and adapt to the effects of climate change and natural hazards.
Objective 5.B. Partner with nonprofits and private property owners to protect natural resources.
Objective 5.C. Promote and demonstrate environmental stewardship and educate the public on
the important functions and values of the Town’s natural resources.
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SECTION 9. SEVEN-YEAR ACTION PLAN
The Seven-Year Action Plan is intended to guide future planning efforts to protect natural resources,
acquire open space, and improve recreational opportunities for the Town. The following plan is designed
to implement the goals and objectives outlined in Section 8 and to address the needs identified in Section
7. The Action Plan is also intended to be consistent with other local plans, specifically those highlighted
throughout the OSRP. Map 13 geographically depicts the desired outcome of the proposed Action Plan.
Overall priorities for the Town in the next seven years are:
•

•
•
•
•

Connect open space and recreational resources to support habitat development and wildlife
corridors but also create a walking and bicycle network that connect local and regional
destinations.
Improve walking and biking safety on local roadways town-wide.
Create a master plan for the former water treatment plant area to create new open space and
recreational opportunities.
Become more resilient to the impacts of climate change and natural disasters through the
protection and enhancement of natural resources.
Develop a sustainable funding mechanism to support open space and recreational resource
planning and upkeep.

The accomplishment of the action items requires the support of numerous town departments, boards,
and committees, as well as private and non-profit stakeholders and regional and state agencies. The Open
Space Committee will be responsible for overseeing the management and implementation of the Action
Plan.
The action items are organized by the goals and objectives listed in Section 8 and include implementation
year (year 1 through 7) and the lead entity that will be the champion for the completion of that action.
Other departments, boards, committees, or commissions may also help shepherd an item to the finish
line in a supporting capacity.
CC = Conservation Commission and its staff/liaison
CPDC = Community Planning & Development
Commission and its staff/liaison
DPW = Department of Public Works
FC = Finance Committee

RC = Recreation Committee and its staff/liaison
TC = Trails Committee and its staff/liaison
SB = Select Board and its staff/liaison
SD = School Department

A funding source has also been identified for each action item. Funding sources are further defined as
follows:
●
●
●

Town: the action item will be funded as part of a budgeted work program for one or more town
departments, committees, or commissions
Grant: grant funding will be sought to complete the action item. Where known, specific grant
resources are provided.
N/A: Additional funding is not needed because action item can be accomplished under existing
capacity of town departments or committee.
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PLACEHOLDER
Map 13. Action Plan
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Action Plan
Goal 1. Build local capacity to financially support the planning, protection, management, and
sustainable use of open space and recreational resources in Reading.
Potential
Action
Lead
Timeframe Funding Source
Objective 1.A. Promote the establishment of a sustainable, municipal funding source for ongoing
management and maintenance of existing conservation areas and recreational facilities.
1. Develop a multi-year maintenance schedule for
CC
Year 1
NA
conservation areas. Include regular maintenance of existing
trails, signage, and other features as well as needed
improvements or replacement of existing amenities.
2. Use the maintenance schedule to work with the Finance CC/FC
Year 2-7
Town
Committee to establish a regular line item in the Town’s
Capital Improvement Plan for conservation maintenance
activities.
3. Update the maintenance schedule each year to show
CC
Year 2-7
NA
progress and update needs.
Objective 1.B. Use local partners to financially support open space protection and develop recreational
opportunities.
1. Reach out to local businesses with employees that
CC/RC
Year 1-7
NA
regularly use local conservation and recreational areas.
Look for sponsorships to support maintenance activities or
programming.
2. Identify private benefactors or interest groups that
CC/RC
Year 1-7
NA
might be interested in sponsorships of local area activities.
Objective 1.C. Pursue the Community Preservation Act (CPA) to provide a regular funding source for
future open space and recreation development.
1. Develop a public education campaign to promote the
CC/RC
Year 1
NA
adoption of CPA.
2. Bring CPA referendum to Town Meeting.
CC/RC
Year 2
NA
Goal 2. Maintain and enhance existing open space for passive recreation so they can be enjoyed by all
users.
Potential
Action
Lead
Timeframe Funding Source
Objective 2.A. Perform long-range planning and management of Town conservation areas.
1. Use the Transition Plan of the ADA Self Assessment to
CC
Year 1-7
MA Municipal
address barriers at conservation areas to make the more
ADA
accessible.
Improvement
Grant
2. Formalize trail maintenance with a regular schedule of
TC
Year 1
NA
needed improvements at conservation areas. Also see
Objectives 1.C. and 5.A.
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Potential
Funding Source
NA

Action
Lead
Timeframe
3. Prioritize conservation areas that could benefit from a
CC
Year 1
comprehensive management plan. Set a schedule for plan
development, including the identification of possible grant
funding and/or partners to support creating these plans.
Plans should include assessment of current conditions,
recommended improvements and/or new amenities, and
long-term maintenance.
4. Prioritize areas for invasive species management, using
CC
Year 2
NA
available NHESP data. Develop long-term control methods
and resources needed for implementation.
5. Begin process to develop new management plans,
CC
Year 2-7
Town
including securing funding, drafting a scope of work, and
issuing RFPs.
6. Set a schedule to revisit management plans on a regular
CC
Year 3
NA
basis to ensure they are meeting objectives of the plan,
including community and resource protection needs.
7. Continue to confirm deed titles of town-owned
CC
Year 4
NA
conservation land and confirm that all land transfers,
conservation restrictions, and trail easements are complete.
Objective 2.B. Improve knowledge of and experiences at conservation areas.
1. Set up a regular schedule to update online trail maps with TC
Year 1
NA
new amenities and locations. Updates can include ADA
accessible amenities, such as accessible parking or trail
features, as they are developed. Consider coordinating with
an intern or student volunteer.
2. Identify new ways to engage trail users, such as a
TC
Year 2
Town
smartphone app and having social media presence.
3. Create seasonal programming and events that bring new
CC
Year 2
Town
users to conservation areas to showcase resources and
opportunities available. Partner with local environmental
and conservation groups.
4. Develop permanent signage at conservation areas,
CC/TC Year 3
MassTrails Grant
including educational and informational kiosks identifying
unique features or allowable uses and improved trail
makers.
Objective 2.C. Build capacity to manage and promote volunteerism at conservation areas.
1. Identify a staff liaison to coordinate and manage
CC
Year 1
Town
volunteers for area maintenance, assistance with
programming, and other needs.
2. Establish an “adopt a trail” program for individuals and
TC
Year 2
NA
local groups to help maintain areas.
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Action
3. Develop an outreach program to build a pool of
volunteers of all ages. Establish a “mentoring program”
between new volunteers and existing to share knowledge
and experiences. Hold a “volunteer day” once or twice a
year to promote and showcase volunteer opportunities to
interested individuals.

Lead
TC/CC

Timeframe
Year 3

Potential
Funding Source
Grant/Town

Goal 3. Maintain and enhance existing recreation facilities and programs so they can be enjoyed by all
users.
Potential
Action
Lead
Timeframe Funding Source
Objective 3.A. Perform long-range planning and management of Town parks and facilities.
1. Establish a multi-year schedule of maintenance and
RC
Year 1
NA
update needs at parks and playgrounds. Also see Objective
5.A.
2. Identify parks and other recreational facilities that lack a
RC
Year 1
NA
comprehensive long-range management plan. Prioritize the
development of new plans, which should include assessment
of current conditions, recommended improvements and/or
new amenities, and long-term maintenance.
3. Begin process to develop new management plans,
RC
Year 2-7
Town
including securing funding, drafting a scope of work, and
issuing RFPs.
4. Review existing park management plans and prioritize
RC
Year 2
NA
those that should be updated.
5. Set a schedule to revisit management plans on a regular
RC
Year 3
NA
basis to ensure they are meeting stated objectives, including
community needs.
Objective 3.B. Provide accessible recreational areas and facilities for all users.
1. Use the Transition Plan of the ADA Self Evaluation to
RC
Year 1-7
MA Municipal
remove barriers and improve accessibility for people with
ADA
disabilities.
Improvement
Grant
2. Identify priority playgrounds and parks to incorporate
RC
Year 2
NA
universal elements for all age groups and users. Set a
schedule for improvements and updates. See above 2.A.1.
Objective 3.C. Create new recreational opportunities and enhance existing facilities, parks, and public
open spaces to encourage community gatherings.
1. Identify resources to create new recreational
RC
Year 1
NA
programming for pickleball and other activities.
2. Create a master plan for the reuse of the former town
CPDC Year 1
Town
wells and water treatment site for multiple open space and
recreational uses. Conduct extensive public input to
determine the best uses and management of the property.
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Action
3. Identify opportunities in parks and public spaces to
incorporate elements that create interest and encourage
gatherings. Consider public art, water fountains, benches,
and other features. Coordinate with local artists for
installations.
4. Reach out to local performing arts groups, including the
Reading Memorial High School, to identify interest in
organizing seasonal outdoor performances in local parks or
other public spaces.

Lead
CPDC
/RC

Timeframe
Year 2

Potential
Funding Source
NA

CPDC
/RC

Year 3

NA

Goal 4. Create a network of accessible open space and recreational resources.
Potential
Action
Lead
Timeframe Funding Source
Objective 4.A. Develop a long-range strategy to create a local and regional walking and biking network
through and to open space and recreational resources.
1. Continue to work with the Mystic River Watershed
CPCD
Year 1-7
NA
Association and neighboring communities to build
regional walking and biking connections.
2. Assess the geographic distribution of and connections
CPCD/RC Year 1
NA
between conservation areas and recreational resources.
/CC/TC
Map these resources along with residential areas,
schools, and other destinations. Include trail networks,
sidewalks, and bicycle amenities (e.g. bike lanes) to
evaluate connections. Include planned improvements
from the Complete Streets Prioritization Plan and Bicycle
Network and Pedestrian Priority Plan. Highlight gaps that
still exist.
3. From the above assessment, identify opportunities to
CPCD/RC Year 2
NA
create new trails and trail connections between town
/ CC/TC
conservation and recreational areas.
4. From the above assessment, identify private property
CPCD/RC Year 2
NA
where connections could be made and reach out to
/ CC/TC
owners to discuss opportunities to establish easements
across their property to address gaps, as appropriate.
5. Establish local policy to identify opportunities in both
CPCD
Year 2
NA
commercial and residential development and
redevelopment projects to build on the local and regional
walking and biking network.
6. Look for opportunities to add pocket parks and other
CPCD
Year 3
NA
small public spaces in higher density residential areas.
Consider Town properties as they are available.
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Objective 4.B. Improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and amenities on local roadways to create
safe places to walk and bike.
1. Continue to use the Complete Streets Prioritization
DPW
Year 1-7
Town, MassDOT
Plan and Bicycle Network and Pedestrian Priority Plan to
Complete
address safety issues town wide.
Streets Program
2. Coordinate the addition of bicycle signage and
DPW
Year 1-7
Town, MassDOT
roadway markings with local roadway resurfacing and
Complete
reconstruction projects. Upcoming maintenance is
Streets Program
planned for Lowell and Charles streets by 2026.
Objective 4.C. Ensure the equitable distribution of accessible conservation areas and recreational
opportunities in all parts of Town.
1. Review the Planned Residential Development Overlay
CPDC
Year 3
NA
District and Gateway Smart Growth District to ensure
they are creating usable and functioning open space and
recreational opportunities for residents. Identify changes
to the regulations that could promote open space and
recreation areas that build on existing resources and
provide opportunities for areas of Reading that lack such
resources.
2. Assess the geographic distribution of conservation
CPDC
Year 3
NA
areas and recreational facilities and identify residential
areas that are more than a quarter mile from a resource.
Overlay existing trails, sidewalks, and bicycle amenities to
determine if resources can be accessed by walking and
biking. Consider work done under 3.A.2.
Goal 5. Protect and enhance natural resources to protect wildlife habitat and water quality and adapt
to the impacts of natural hazards and climate change.
Potential
Action
Lead
Timeframe Funding Source
Objective 5.A. Use local land development policies and regulations to minimize impacts to natural
resources and adapt to the effects of climate change and natural hazards.
1. Update land development standards and regulations
CPDC
Year 1-4
NA
to encourage the use of low impact development (LID)
strategies, green infrastructure, and nature-based
solutions to manage stormwater in development and
redevelopment projects. Review Zoning Bylaw,
Subdivision Regulations, Stormwater Regulations, and
Stormwater Bylaw.
2. Update local regulations to ensure future
CPDC
Year 1-4
NA
development and redevelopment projects are
accounting for the impacts of climate change. Focus on
the Floodplain Overlay District, Wetlands Bylaw, and
Stormwater Bylaw and Regulations.
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Potential
Funding Source
NA

Action
Lead
Timeframe
3. Revitalize and expand the Town’s tree planting
CC/DPW
Year 1
program to promote the planting of more public trees
throughout Town. Prioritize Town Parks and schools
and along local roads.
Objective 5.B. Partner with nonprofits and private property owners to protect natural resources.
1. Continue to partner with the Reading Open Land
CC
Year 1-7
NA
Trust (ROLT) in the protection of local open space.
2. Continue to partner with the Mystic River Watershed DPW/CC
Year 1-3
MVP Action
Association in its large-scale stormwater storage and
Grant
wetland installation project that includes the Maillet,
Sommes, and Morgan Land.
3. Identify opportunities on private land to build wildlife CC
Year 4
NA
corridors, enhance wetland buffers, and otherwise
protect important habitat. Reach out to property
owners to discuss options for conservation easements.
Objective 5.C. Promote and demonstrate environmental stewardship and educate the public on the
important functions and values of the Town’s natural resources.
1. Use materials from the Town’s stormwater
DPW/CC
Year 1-7
Town
management program to educate homeowners about
the use of rain gardens, rain barrels, and landscaping
with native drought resistant plants to conserve water.
2. Manage the Town Compost area. Establish and
DPW
Year 2-7
Town
permanently mark the boundary of use, install LID
strategies/green infrastructure concepts to manage
stormwater, and clearly define materials allowed at the
compost area.
3. Work with youth groups and schools to educate
CC/SD
Year 2-7
NA
young people about the importance of natural
resources and available opportunities at conservation
areas.
4. Identify other town properties to demonstrate the
DPW
Year 3-7
NA
use and effectiveness of LID strategies and green
infrastructure concepts to manage stormwater.
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SECTION 10.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

See Appendix A for summaries of community survey, virtual public workshop, and virtual open house.
Letters of Support are provided in Appendix E.
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